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\PADUCAH DAILY  REGISTER. 
LIRtgister, Est. May, AO.
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!loss- 
PADUCAH, KY., THURSDAY MO.ELNING, MARCH 22, 1906.
WORK 'TO. START ON PUBLIC STREETS MANAGER
RETURNEDTelephone, Telegraph and Electric Com-
panies 'Must Get Permits to
Erect Poles. ,
,
Stepi looking towards retounikou . . 
-of public street work for this spring OFFERED $25n Aoé
and' summer were taken yesterday
-afternoon at the meeting of the; 1°,1U
board of public works, which,liody
directed Cet yEngineer L. A. Wash-
gilet 1181.tifittuct Contractor' Ingseen1
y
the bitttlithic company. f Nash-
le, Tenn., to .haie.,14is ea lift
ing the Mora' watee a er
Apeil, 1st, VW is if *mien tisk
ought this was advisable, from the
*endpoint of good weather. The
gineer was also instructed to orderlac
ontractor Bridges to„c0/4Itt, , ,glc.c,'...
t date work of %Otter,' VW • ad-m-
ete sidewalks on hott aides 9( Ken
ky avenue from Fleet to Foiwth,
and Jefferson etreet;from Second to
Fifth. The storm sewers have to go
under .the avenue . from Fourth to
Ninth, and under Jefferstin from
Fifth to Ninth, aid then on Ninth.
Seventh sind-Sixtb from the avenue
to Jeffersensastreet, before there can
be laid t)* bitalithie with which all
a. these streets .are to be reconstructed
from the noints mentioned.'
As to thts InstructIon that work be
started off ;the first of next month,
Mr. Ingram has written here from
Nashville, Tenn., stating that he is
ready to start off the public work
just as soon as the city engineer di-
rects him to, and now it is possible
teat work will be iesumed at the
date mentioned. Bridges is to start
ahis sidewalks on that date down on
the avenue, and also out on West
Jefferson from Fourteenth to Eigh-
teenth'streets, he having this latter
contract also. He excavated for that
work last fall, but the cold weather
compelled him to suspend operations
• temporarily.
During the meeting of the board
of works yesterday the city engineer
' was directed nest to issue permits to
any telephone, telegraph or light
company to erect poles, without the
eannpany , first submitted drawings,
showing just where the poles are to
go up. This will prevent the corn-
ranies from putting poles right in
front of people's gates or stable
doors so the people cannot open
them, Heretofore these companies
when they wanted to opt up a pole
in street or alley would go to the
engineer and saying they wanted a
permit, to put poles on a certain thor
oughfare, procure the document. In
several instances the telephone peo-
ple have plated their posts right in
front of rear gates, stable doors, etc.
Now the companies must file a rough
drawing showing exactly where ev-
ery pple,wes tieforf the permit will
be issueltiern. Of course no pole
will be fpermitted in front of any-
one's gataor door. In this connec-
titni theigiard directed Mayor Yeiser.
to , see that: the. poilee of this city
were given *der, to arrest every-
body found' digging, lake* .for posts"
without a permit from the city en-
gineer. . q.
Snperintertdent Hill, of the N., C.
tv St. L reihreindatlet the city use the
vacant block of ground beside tlit
I" depot ar,Piftli-eArnd o Norton, and
which block of ground is owned by
the railroad. The city used the Place
to store public gravel on ,it. allow




Richmond, Ind., March 21..—A syn-
-dicate of Eastern capitalists whose
identity. is pnknown, sive to Mayen-
21Indibktmati• nad ;abedWiers of tic!
Richmond Board of Works, has made
as offs", ao pastime the Richmond
Board of Works, has *made an ter
to pro:chase the Richmond municipal
electric light plant, and has agreed
to pay $250,000 for it. Richmond has
a population id only 20,000.
BOTH PASSED
LOUISVILLE COUNCIL PASSES
THE NEW LIGHTING FRAN-
CHISE ORDINANCE.
MR. PAY HALLORAN IS BACK
Linlisville, Ky., March al.—by a
vote of 12 to 6 tile lowate 4oard of
the general council last alibi passed
the ordinance providing Est the sale
of another lighting franchise in op-
position to the Lottisvillbalighting
company. Tie ordinance is generally
known as the Atbertou-Jones ordin-
ance, because the local capitalists oi
these names intend to bid for the
tranchise if the ordinance finally goes
through.
Practically the entire session of the
lower boar con-
sideration f the ordinance, and the
./was taken up in the 
friends of the Louisville Lighting
company made *"hard tight.
Telephone Rates.
As soon as this ordinance was out
of the way the lower board hurrieJ
forward to a consideration of the or-
dinance regulating telephone cafes in
Louisville. The ordinance fixes the
maximum rate: In bu4ness houses
for single lines, $a a Ninth; party
lines, P.m?: in resift:tea libr single
lines, $2 a month; pa ty lines, $t.ao
a month. The ordinance was passed.
In tie passage of the lightins fran-
chise 'ordinance and the adoption, by
the cornmi• .e. of. the sectio . of th:
underground wire ordinance, allow-
ing telegraph companies to keep
some of their wires overhead. the
Louisville. Ligtting,.company suffered
two distinci\defeets. ' • .
Unconscious
When Found





ColonelSingleton Back From Bowl-
ing Green, While Mr. Katterjohn
Prepares to Go West.
Yesterday afternoinr Dr. Elmar
Davis, of the Miller section, was
found lying unconscious on the lone-
ly country road near New Hope
church. o Inch is ahree miles froma park and it develops used cons** t-ltbelbfr. He had been thrown fromable of the city's gravel.. On being , hi5 trio yn the runaway •horse at:asked to pay for it, Mr. Hills in.fornt
oal s_ yza ,yrouhltsi".4eeraer ithir
taiheir to it, and :.,e3d With forcethe *rd pf orks tht he. _
Juruieh the city free of charge i.taken to a home nearby, and tele-gravel wanted to repair Norton from 
'from 
messages to The /RegisterFifth to Sixth streets and let this out that way this morning early
•\xiffset what claim the munieittir! stated i• was feared he was internally
may shave against the railroad dr I injured.
use of the city gravel stored on the (Dr. I)avis pratices 'all around MI:I--
nitbris. tier 'and yesterday had gone four
The Pittsburg Coal company with-1 miles away to the house of Willis
con 
pat. authority used some city *stone Eitel! to treat a patient. White en
*ltreilea and were asked to pay for:is. obstreperous hear New Hope church,
be at' First and Washington It ouee back home his horse became
which is a mile from Ezell'a. The'They now respond they are willing
animal got. front under control of.to do what is right, but Saunders
;Fowkr told, them to use the stone the driver who, was thrown out,
hile the wild beast plunged onand ,they thought this was authority
down the country road, tearing thesufficient, but it is not.
buggramel harness to pieces. JohnWm. Utterback wants;
*Littigatafttionnd the horse and buggy-of the board to erect a billboard
-the vacant plot of ground it Ten‘I 
ne 
the church, and he went out search-
ar his farm a short distance from
,and Kentucky avenue, where The to- big for the doctor who was foundbacco warehouses stood before be- lying. senseless by the roadside. Thebig horned. Nlothing could be done, priOstrate form was pirked up andas the city requires billboards to be carried into a house upon the Ru- Binlington railroad confiscated allTut bark twelve feet from public 400 farm where other physi'cians iherient t, retail dealers, the resi-sidewalke. therefore this. inseld vt#: were summoned to attend the ',citing drifts of Bushnell, headed by.'Mayor
it on private property, permission to ofcssional man. 'ell known, Harris, descended von the railtsfiad
(Continued On Second
General Manager Pat Halloran, of
the Katterjohn Construction com-
pany returned yesterday morning to
Cedar Bluff, up the Louisville divis-
ion:aft% a two months' absence, dot
ing whieTt time he toured Texas, Mu
ico, California, the Northwest and
then went to New York where he
spent several weeks visiting his sis-
eer, Mrs. G. F. Stickney, wife of the
well known civil engineer formerly
of this city. Mr. Halloran has been
keeping himself very closely con-
fined for several years past at the
big stone quarry works up at Cedar
Bluff, and needed a rest and recrea-
(ion which he got by blown- over
the country. He expect i to be in
time city within a few days front Ce-
dar ,Bluff, but yesterday sent dowa
word that he was in the best of
health and feeling fine, which , his
hosts of friends here will be pleased
to learn.
Col. Gus Singleton, superintendent
of the labor boreau for the big quar-
ries, returned yesterday from Bowl-
mg Green and other points, where
he has been on business since' Sun-
day.
1rasident. Katterjohn returned yes-
terday from Louisville and other
points, and he and his wife expect to
leave shortly for their six weeks' tour
through the West, visiting Colorado,
Nevada, California and other points
he on business and she on pleasure.
Parties building a $ao,000,000 irri-
gation canal through Arizona want
Mr. Katterjohn to take the contxact,
and he goes out to look over the sit-
uation and see if he cares to under.






After Business is Disposed of a Ban-
quet Will Be Served at Haw-
kins' Cafe.
The McCracken County Medical
s)eieey that. includes all the physi-
cians of this city and county has
about coinfleted arrangements for
the genera council chamber in the
City Hall budding at Fourth and
Broadway. .These especial prepara-
tions are made because at that time
Dr. C..Z. Aud, state president, will
be here( to gather with the local
medicos? -
De. C. H. Brothers, president of the
local body, will preside over the
session, while State Pi•esident Au
will deliver an address to the Padu-
cah physicians regarding the pro-
fession in general and state work in
particular. Aftoe the state official
completes his permirks papers will
be read_. by ._JX.T..hiL Stewart...of- •
city, and Vr. L. E. Young, of the
county.
Completing all their business the
doctors will then repair to the
Hawkins' cafe. on Broadway between
Fourth and Fifth strees, where an
elegant banquet will be served, com-
plimentary to the state president's
visit.
Another guest of honor will be Dr.
W. W. Richmond, of Clinton, Ky.,




DR. BARRETT, NATIONAL OR-
GANIZER, WAS HERE YES-
TERDAY.
Reporteb That Cut-Fate Drug
Houses Were to Be Opened, but
This Is Said to Be Er-
roneous.
Yesterday afternoon a meeting of
the Paducah Association of Retail
Druggists was held at the council
chamber in the city hall for the pur-
pose of meeting Dr. J. M. Barrett,
organizer ,for Kentucky for the Na-
tional Association of Retail Drug-
gists, who goes around over this
commonwealth about once each year
keeping the local associations en-
fit s t coal.thii 64 ' v4ss often yards and carried off a sarlosd ofbrings !time
;
lisened with matters interesting to
the. profession and working harmon-
iously. Many of the local drug-
gists were at 'yesterday's gathering
and had a most entertaining confer-
ence with the state representative.
During the meeting yesterday Mr.
L. Stanley DeBois, president of the
local retailers°. organization, tendered
his resignation because since he was
elected to that place he has quit the
ectail business an'd now devotes his
exclusive attention to !he wholesale
department. On he resigning new
officials were then elected for each
place, they being as follows: Wm.
S. McPherson, president; J. D. Ba-
con, vice president. and Frank M.
Bourne, of the R. W. Walker store,
secretary and treasurer. leowas de-
cided to hold another meeting one
week from today and thee every
month thereafter. The session for
next week is because all thii retail-
ers were not able to be present yes-
r*
,
i was reported that the visit here
of . Barrett had some connection
antagonistic to the kunored inaugur-
ation of a cut-rate drug establish-
Anent in this city, but all the drug-
gists yesterday said this was erron-
eous, as was also the repv that
there would be started a drug house
that would cut the price charged for
drugs and other articles in this line.
oA message toThe Register several
weeks ago said a syndicate there had
arranged to open a tut-rate house
here, also at other cities the country
over, but that was the last heard of
it and the matter seems to have
dropped altogether. Now it we", re-
ported that a certain local house
would start a cup-rate More, but this
can no longer be stated as yesterday
this firm joined the association
along with the others, and now every
retail druggist in the city is a mem-
ber of the organization which main-
eaitis a standard schedule of rates
charged for drugs and medicines.
Dr. Barrett has been at Benton,
Murray and other pohits in this sec-
tion of the country rkke closely or-
ga zing the branch associations, and
It as said the national organization
doing this in bettering itself to
any syndicate that may want to
t cut-rate houses on a wholesale
the country over. All the drug
state this is bo:h, and,, nothing
as no cut-rate house could
ish where the balance of the
sto s are members of the assekia-
tin and could pull together.
SIEZED COAL FROM
RAILROAD YARDS.
Bushnell. Citisens, Driven to Des-
peration, Resort to Force.
Bushnell. Ill., Aarch 2f.—Made
desperate by being unable to obtain
coal to heat their hbmes because the
•14.




ames and Senator Linn do a
Duet in Lobby.
What was said when Congressman
Ja es and Seaittar Conn Linn met
in jlse lobby of the Palmer House
look POW a pie fine. They
d' 'quarrel, but each had some-
prepared for the other and
tilled to say his speech first,
' the .Calloway Times. The re-
*4 was tlisery both spoke at once.
Conversation was:
ator, you lin,ve been doing
self proud. You are making a
record for yourself."
c James, if you are going to
for governor, get right In the
Everybody is for you."
t say 'that so newspaper men,
calf heat you. I am miming for con-
gress this year."
*Sy the way,
!Alin, I want to see
nit:Went."
And that was all that could be
114111,
ISNCHING OF F.D. JOHNSON AT CHATTANOOGA FIRST IN-
STANCE IN 
i
WHICH POSITIVE ORDER OF THE UNITED
STATES SUPREME Cs. JRT HAS EVER BELA VIOLATED
BY THE PEOPLE IN ANY PART OF THE UNION—SECRET
SERVICE MEN MAY BE PUT ON THE CASE AND MEMB-
ERS OF THE MOB ARRESTED—MOST THOROUGH INVES-
TIGATION TO BE MADE.
Washington, D. C. March 2I—The
question of porceeding against the
lynchers of Ed Johnson and the
sheriff of Hamilton county is being
considered by the department of jus-
tice. Members of the Supreme
Court, who were careful in speaking
of the lynching at first, have met and
talked it over, and now have no hesi-
tation in saying that it is a case of
contempt without pretedent in his-
tory.
It is said that this is the first time
a vsitive order of the United States
Strymie Court has ever been viola-
by Ole people in' any part of ethe
'on: •The coma has adjourned up-
if April 2. and whet action it will
take will not be 'known until' that
time. Meantime the departnient of
Justice will continue its investiga-
tion.
•
i preme Court has for the first time in
'the history of the country been
I openly defied by a community.
I At the White/ House this morningit was stated that the president hadnot taken •official cognizance of the
lEd Johnson lynching. If the depart- /
inent of Justice puts the case up to
lam he may make a statement. As-
sistant Attorney-General Robb said: /
."The Department of Justice at this
, time cannot discuss the case nor
'probable .action to be taken:"
Should Have Known.
Criticism is directed chiefly against
ti4 sheriff, who, it is contended,
Should have known the inflamed
state of public feeling hnd should
have taken precautions against an
attack by a mob.
One of the members of the Su-
preme' Court said 'last night: The
fact was that r °MIMI wag tried' by
little better than mob law by the
state court. A juror arose in the
Lux and deniarided of alp young wo-
man who had been attacked if she
was sure the defendant was the man
who had committed the crinsa.,3nd
when she said she was not willing to
swear that he was, the juror de-
manded that she should swear that
he was the man and that he would
get doarn out of the jury box and
."cut his throat"
"There was abundant proof that
there was intimidatioe of witnesses
and counsel, and the reason why the
court (lid not allow an appeal for
plea ef abatement was the fear that
if any such consideration was shown
the mob would %-ach, the prisoner.
PROPOSE TO BRING
LYNCHERS TO JU4Tiat
Chicago, Ill, March 21—A special
from Washington says: The Su-
preme , Court of the United States
proposes to bring to justice the men
who violated its mandate and Inch-
ed Ed Johnson, a negro condemned
te death at Chattsuldoga, Tenn., for
criminal assault on a young woman.
The court is indignant, an din acord-
ance with its direction the Depart-
ment of Justice has takeuaction to
ascertain the identity of and secure
the punishment of the lynchers.
Knoxville District Attorney
• Possible Innocence.
'There was reason to believe that
the man was innocent. Some of the
leading white people of the place
gave 'money for his defense. But be
that as it may, whet'.er guilty or
innocent, he had the right to a fair
I
Inithe absence '_Of .Attorney Gen-
erarMoody, ,who is in Chicago con-
I
ducting the prosecution of the beef
trust officials, the acting Attorney-
1Creneral took immediate action and
...antified the district Attorney at
!Knoxville to make an immediate in-vestigation with a view to carrying
out the instructions of the Supreme
, Court.
i fn addition secret service .detec-
'fives Wilt be put on the cake and it
is not unlikely sthat most of the
inembers of the mob will be in cus-t
,tody within the next two • ,weeks
:ShottS11 the lynchers be apprehended
lit is difficult to predict what will be
, outcome. It is not' improbabla, how
ever, the court will ask the Depart-
re
ent of justice to prosecute mem-
brs of the mob on a charge of mur-
der and waive the charge of con-
tempt of court. The court has su-
preme power to prosecute for con-
tempit' of its mandate, and this is no
reviewing authority, so the lynchers
lia4 a dangerous future ahead Of
trial, and' the mandate of the Su- them,
Big Damage Suit As Result of a Death
Mayfild, Ky., March 21.—It is said
that Mk. Fred Crawford, son of the
late J. Y.'Crawford who was killed
by "beineetruck by a train, is prepar-
ing to file suit against the Illinois
Central Railroad company for dam-
'ages. It is not known what amount
of dnmages would be instituted.
has been reported that suit for $roo,•
000 damages would be instituted.
yeti privately a
It Vitt be remembered that Mr.
Crawford came to his death by a
freight train striking him about 7
o'clock on March 9 in front of His
store house in southateer Mayfield.
He lingered in terrible agony from
the severe wounds until. Wednesday
afternoon, March ra, when he died.
It !s not known on what grounds
relatives of the deceased will ask for
damages.
LABOR IN DEMAND skilled labor, with the chance of
iteaxli Work_ mad the_.Cold_ weatherTI-FROIMHOUT WEST: sets in again next fall.
Twenty-five Thousand Men Are Now
Needed by Western Railroads.
Chicago, March 21. —Western rail-
roads are facing a labor famine.
Twenty-five thousand nieu are need-
ed in the Northwestern and South-
western states to build roads that
are already tinder way, and it is es-
timated that before the first of June
more than twice that nusntser will be
required. There never has been
such activity in railroad building in
the West as at the present and the
visible supply of labor in that part
of the country has been exhausted.
Railroad liontractors have been
able to resume work earlier this year
then usual on accaunt Of the open
winter, and they arc making street-
Innis efforts to get men from the
East to go. out West for this work.
Ten thousand men are needed by the
Western Pacific, new Gould line to
Southern California, and they are of-
fering from $a to $2.25 a day for un-
BR/CKMAKERS MAY STRIKE.
Suspension of work Along the Huct.
son is Ttweatened.
New York -March 21.—A general
strike is threatened in all the brick-
yards along the Hudson rivtg on ac-
count of demands which have been
made by the beickmakers, boatmen
and others, who, have recently been
organized. for the recognition of the
union and higher wages. The Cen-
tral Federation union yesterday de-
cided to write to. the brickyard own-
ers and boat owners along the Hud-
son that unless they consented to a
conference with the men on_or bee
fore March aa more aggressive meas-
ures would he taken. This, it is ex-,
plained. means that the unions in
New York in the building •trades will
be asked not to handle the brick un-







They Intend Seeing That Litigation
Against Telephone Company Is
Bitterly Prosecuted.
Yesterday afternoon at i:3o o'clock
the judiciary committee from the
counciknanic and aldermanic boards,
held a meeting at the music store of
Alderman W. T. Miller on Broadway
between Fifth and Sixth streets, for
the purpose of taking up the question
of employing additional legal help to
assist the city solicitor in fighting the
East Tennessee Telephone company,
and oust that antagonistic concern
from the city. The committee, re-
mained in conference for an hour,
talking over the proposition of extra
help, and finally concluded to get
prices from different leading law-
yers, showing what they will help the
-city solicitor for. The committee
will also see what the best lawyers
think of the city winning the litiga-
tion. The committee will meet again
the tast of next week to see what
they can get good legal talent for,
and then recommend their employ-
ment, the report to this effect going
into the council meeting April and.
Several weeks ago Judge Cainpbell
& Campbell, made a proposition to
the city boards, to render the city
solicitor aid for $5oo, but the author-
ities turned this down, in order to
confer with other attorneys and see
what they will do the work for.
The committee will immediately
make some arrangements for the
extra help and push off the fight
bitterly, inasmuch as the telephone
people court this by refusing to do
anything whatever equitable, towards
obeying the municipal laws.
PARENT'S ESTATE
MR ROBERT WILLIAMS TOOK
CHARGE OF IT YESTER-
DAY.
L. M. Howie Qualified as Deputy
Under County Jailer James
Baker—Clerk's Office,
In the county clerk's office yesaer-
day Robert E. Williams, the Row-
landtown grocer, qualified as adminis
trator for the estate of his father and
mother, Henry C. and C. E. Wil-
bams.
Notary Public.
Wallace Weil and W. T. Cooper
filed with the clerk their commissions
to serve as notary public.
Licensed to Marry.
Arlie McKinney, aged 24, and Mirl
Ezell, aged 19, of the county, were
granted a license to marry.
Property Sold.
Andrew P. Humburg transferred
to M. D. and May Sanders property
on Harahan. avenue. The deed was
filed for record with the county
clerk.
Fred Gamblin bought from Henry
Yarbro for $310, property on Ash-
craft avenue.
Andrew P. Humburg sold to B. H.
and Grace Thomas for $350, property
on Harahan avenue. .
Ed Babb bought from Alonzo Wig
gins for $170, land lying out in the
county on the Mayfield road.
W. H. Voor, sold to Alonzo S. El-
liott for Voo, property on Twelfth
and Clay streets.
Deputy County Jailer.
L. Mc Howie qualified before the
County blest yesterday as deputy
county jailer to County Jailer James
Faker. The deputy -fres-been erne-
nected 'with the jail since the first of
this year, but anever before qualified.
"I'm Glad to %get Out
bf Public Eye."—Gage.
New ,York, March 20.—Lyman J.
Gage, former secretary of the treas-
ury, confirmed the report that he
would in a few weeks retire as presi-
dent of the United States Trust com-
pany. "4 have been working 55 years
and am near ao now," he said, "and
if 1ai ever going to take any leisure
it is about time for me to begin. I
have been obeying other people's
wishes for a long time and now I
am going to do just as I please. As
a private citizen, I will have the
right to follow my own inclinations
entirely. I have made no plans for
the future ercept that I will travel."
Mr. Gage said that the United
States Trust company was about the
only concern in which he was ac-
tivgba engaged, so that his retire-
ment would be practitally from all
active duty. "I have been in the
public eye for some time," he added,
"and am glad to get out of it."
BAWWWOMEN ===uv===tmunn
The Latest...JUDGE SANDERS ASSESSED
THEM FINES YESTERDAY
MORNING.
The Warrant Charging Edgar Reed,
Colored, With Robbery, Was
Postponed—Police News.
Yesterday morning in the police
court there was fined $25 and costs
each of the following women charged
with conducting bawdy houses out
On West Court street: Daisy Allen,
Fannie Wilson, Helen Westlake, Ida
Eastwood, Ella Howe, Lucile Agnew,
Annie Cox, Sue Eggleston, Frankie
Dixon, Maine Grooms and Mollie
Nief. All of them are keepers of re-
sorts in the "red light" district.
Dave Kivell, colored, was dismiss-
ed of the charge of fighting another.
Ladd Diggs, colored, was given a
continuance until today of the war-
rant charging him with trying to
shoot his wife out on West Harrison
etrett.
There was left open the breach of
the peace charge against Will Riley,
colored, while there was also left
open the case charging Will Thomp-
son with shooting at another.
There was continued until tomor-
row the waarant charging Ed Reed,
colored, with robbing Jessie Robert-
son, colored. of $6,
J. F. Caldwell and Les Thixton
were each fined $5 and costs for fight
ing at the Union depot.
Henry Eagan was fined $1 and the
costs for being drunk.
Elizabeth Wilhite, white, was held
to the grand jury in $loo bond on
the charge of stealing a suit of
clothing from William Herbst, the
telegraph operator.
When you buy "Old Terrell" whis-
key -yoa get whiskey that is made in
an actual distillery and the hops,
malt, rye and corn used in its dis-
tillation is the very highest grade
and the spring water used is as clear
as a crystal and absolutely pure
which is an impontant item in perfect
distillation. A visit to the distillery
will convince you of the above facts.
For sale one quart up, at 417 Jeffer-
son street, city retail department.
Distillery north end of loth street.
$2.00, $2.5o and $3.00 per gallon. One
quart up.
WORK TO START
(Continued From First Page.)
use wh.ell would have to come from
the owners and not the board of
works-
Clarks L. Brown, of the civil en-
.
gine ring, chemical and electrical de-
partment of Vanderbilt University
at Nashville, Tenn.. wrote /he board
that. he heard Paducah was preparing
to enlarge its public lighting plant,
and if eo he wanted to be employed
to supervise the work, being exper-
ienced in this line. His fetter was
referred to the council for conider-
ation.
Studebaker & Company want to
cell the city some sweepers and
sprinklers if the street cleaning de-
partment is enlarged, and it was de-
cided to notify them in time to bid
for .furniehing the equipment, if the
department was inaugurated..
General Manager John Bleecker, of
the street car line, notified the board
1:e had straightenefl the city poles
used by his private company, by
attaching span wires to the pasts.
Tlie heavy wires pulled the poles
over out of alignment and the car
!:c has now straightened them.
There was ordered renewed the li-
ability policies the city carries on the
eublie lighting plant, wires and em-
ployes. These policies indemnify the
city against damage, suits resulting
from deaths or injuries to private in-
dividuals should a live wire fall on
them and they get hurt.
To City Engineer  Washington was
referred the request of E. G. oone,
agent for the building at to6-1o8
South Second street. The agent
wants authority to put round-cor-
n red stone steps in front of 'the
buildings that are much higher than
the new concrete sidewalk, and need
steps to get out of.
Many of the feed meta of the city
have notified the board that if they
srll feed to the municipal depart-
ments and are compelled to take it
to the city scales an extra charge of
s cents per moo pounds will be made
to defray expenses of the long trip
down to The public scales. The board
of works left the matter open for the
time being.
City Solicitor Campbell was direct-
ed to look into the deeds and see
who own the alley opening on the
east side of 'Third street between
Husbands and Elizabeth. It is-desir-
ed the alley be repaired-, but this will
aseba1111 Dope
Danville players report March 26.
the earliest in the league. Worthatu
is used to Ttxas weather.
Danville papers are hammering
"Pa" Farnbaker of Cairo because he
wouldn't let Wortham bag all the
plums and the Bulletin man gets
right back by saying no porkers are
to be allowed in the league—Mattoon
Star.
Angelo Marre, Cairo's captain and
second baseman, is known as "Dude"
Marre over the circuit. The Gascon
is a handsome affable chap, college
bred and dignifies the game. He's a
ball player, despite the gingerbread.
—Mattoon Star. He is a swelled
head and not much ball player.
The entire mileage for the Dan-
ville team for the seasou will be
3,450 miles. Danville's longest jump
is to Cairo--26t miles and the short-
est to Matoon—yo miles. The long-
est jump in the league is from Padu-
cah to Jacksonville, which is 269
miles. The shortest is 45 miles,
from Cairo to Paducah. .
Mr. MicCarthy received two of-
fers yesteday for Oscar Way, both
Class A leagues offering a nice sum
of money for the pitcher's release,
but the offers were declined—Cairo
Bulletin.
Way is thc man who shut out Ad-
ams "Leaguers" 13 to o at Fowler,
Ind., last year. A—Way with him.
Frank Belt, Acksonville's manager
and catcher, has been in the game
since before the hood, In 1893, when
the sport paragrapher of the .Mlorn-
ing Star was pitching ball' in the
southeast "peanut" leagues, he stack-
l
ed up against Belt and "Red" Knight
at Ceherry Vale, Kan. Your's truly
was handing the pellets to Jack Wol-
iver liar Independence, white Belk
bandied Knight's overhand slants for
Cherry Vale. It was two and two in
the eleventh and Cherry Vale in for
the last crack. Two men were gone
and Belt up. He fouled a dozen and
finally we had it two and two, tvith
honors even. Woliver insisted on an
outdrop. Fatal mistake. There was
a crack like a rifle and when the
ball was dug out of a sedgy pool,
Belt had crossed the plate and the
Cedar Vale fans were seeing how
much money could be crammed ,into
his cap without resistance. What was
the longest drive the writer has
ever seen and he watched the best of
them perform from old Dave Orr
and Harry Stovey days to Larry La-
joie and Honus Wagner. Belt had a
great whip years ago, but unless be
has found Pounce de Leon's spring,
it is hard to see how the old man's
wing can come back again.—Mattoon
Star.
of the new improved enclosed arc IwoolmEN
lights for use at street corners over
•town. These electric lights are of
the kind completely enclosed, and it
if said this kind saves much carbon,
so the board will experiment with
ten of them.
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott was
ordered to buy a vise needed in the
city tool mop for the street depart-
ment.
The city solicitor was requested to
get up a printed form, to be used by
everybody over the ctty when they
petition the city boards for grading
and graveling public streets.
City -Engineer Washington re-
ported to the board that a 30 inch
pipe would be entirely too small for
the Blamer fill sewer drain pipe,
therefore he recommended a larger
one. He was asked to figure up the
cost of the larger one, and then re-
port to the council for instructions
as to whether it shall be built.
The city solicitor notified the
board that just as soon as the city
engineer finished deciding on some
points he would draw up the con-
tract wit i the Independent Tele-
phone company, showing how they
must replace Kentucky avenue front'
Fourth to Ninth, after they put down
their underground cOnduits.
General Agent Donovan, of the I.
C., notified the members that he had
referred to Supt. Egan, of the Lou-
isville division,the complaint that the
stUstnatA pond of water existed on
the radiated company's property be-
tween Kentucky avenue and the
shops behind the Washington -school
betiding on West Broadway.
Theer is a popd of water behind
the dogwood factory on North Sixth.
and the street inspector was ordered
to find out who owned the property
"hereon stands the pond so they an
be compelled to abate the nuisave.
The city solicitor reported that the
Ferguson-Palmer mill people had to
pay their portion of the cost of im-
proving Third street with brick.
The mill people own property at
Third and Elizabeth whereon -stands
their plant. Years ago this property
was owned by the late /Abridge
Palmer, who sold the city enough
off the end to run Elizabeth street
down from Third to the river 'front
and. make public wharf. Elbridge
Palmer in his sale got an agreement
from the city that no street improve-
ment costs were to thereafter' be
taxed against the property. Now
—Egriulisui:Ealmss Amy ihg proscrtY
and put up their mill, and when
brick are laid on the Third street
side of the property they claim they
do not have to pay their part of the
cost, like every other citizen, because
at the contract Elbridge Palmer had
with the city relieving the ground of
street improvement costs. The so-
licitor was directed to look into
matter and he said Elbridge Painters
coneract only prevented the property
being taxed on the Elizabeth street
side, therefore Ferguson-Palmer will
have to pay.
It was ordered that ordinances be
drawn up for the grading and gravel
ing Salem and Hampton Avenues
from Twelfth to Thirteenth streets,
and then if the property
fused to pay they could take the
matter into the courts and have :t
tested, they claiming -they are not
liable as the thoroughfares have been
originally constructed while thenot be done until it is ascertained' board of works claims otherwise.whether the thoroughfare belongs to
the city or pritate praekarty owners
If to the latter they to pay for
improving it.




Quail postoffice is in Rockcastle,
Partridge in Letcher; Raven in
Knott, and Birdsville in Livingston
county.
OF THE WORLD
ORGANIZER HELSLEY PUT IN
NEW LODGE AT COLD-
WATER.
Another to Be Instituted at Per.ny
Next Saturday—Big Dance
Next Monday Here.
Organizer John W. Helsley, of the
Woodmen of the World, has return-
ed ftom Coldwater, Calloway county,
where he instituted the newly organ-
ized lodge gotten up there for this
order. He installed the subordinate
body with a membership of about
twenty affiliates. The officers are
Dr. Y. Y. Miller, counsel commander;
James Beach, advisor lieutenant; Jas.
Bailey, clerk. Enroute back f.-ono
CnIdwatcr Organizer ilehiley -topped
at Benton Monday and attended the
meeting held that evening of the new
ly organized lodge for that place He
found the lodge in a most healthy
aed flourishing condition, that even-
ing four new members were initiated
into the mysteries of the organiza-
tion. The lodge there has grim n to
nearly twice the size it was when
instituted.
Next Saturday Mr. Helsley goes to
Penny. calloway county, wherr he
institutes a new lodge also. W. B.
Johnson, of there, has already been
selected the lodge clerk in ortI'r to
get things ready for the installation
ceremonies. The balance of the offic
ials will be named the night of ahe
institution.
Neat Monday night, as shown by
the advertisements in another col-
t:17111, the WoOdmen of this city will
give a .dance at the Bronswiek hallon Broadway near Fifth street.
CHICKEN FIGHT.
One Will Be Pulled Off Shortly Over
In Illinois By sports.
Although the chicired fanciers of
this city and county disclaim any
krtwledge of a big fighting main rum-
"red to be pulled off shortly over in
Iffinois opposite here, still it is re-
liably reported that the fight will
occur and that chickens from here,
Craneyville. Ky., and many other
points be there to pit against each
other.
-The lovers of the sport keep things
very. quiet in this respect for fear the
authorities will break up the fight-.




Raising Funds to Avoid Anti-Govern-
ment Agitation.
Budapest, March 20.—Hungarian
ladies are adopting a novel scheme
to raise funds for agitation against
the, government. Anyone visiting
here would notice many school chil-
dren wearing cockades or rosettes of
red, white and green, the Hungar-
ian nation colors, and this silent pro-
test will be carried further. The
committee's of ladies are preparing'
ten million cockades and brooches




....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic:and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
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NEWS FROM DR. CHEEKS
BEDSIDE IS TO THAT
EFFECT.
Much Interest Being Taken. In the
Rescue Mission Protracted Meet-
ing on South Third.
Yesterday another telegram from
the bedside of Rev. John S. Cheek
was received by friends and relatives
here, and it stated that the doctov
were still hopeful for the ailing gen-
tleman. This would indicate that his
di on i tintssually precar;otts att,l
that the attending physicians were
-.doubtful as to his recoveary at Waco
•Ttxas. • 7
.• Last levening the First Baptist
church wal crowded with hundreds
of people Ilvlso came to attend the
• special meeting, at which prayers
were offcrred up, imploring recovery
of the belo/ed pastor, who is held
warmly in the hearts of not only his
congregation but the entire corn-
munitY that finds in him a noble, con-
secrated man whose condition is br-
ing closely watched by the entire
city.
'Messages are received twice each
day Irons his bedside, sad it. is to
be hoped that today's news will show
an encouraged state. Rev. Cates had
intended going to Ixleisville yester-
day morning, but changed his mind
and remained over for the special
prayer service of last night at the
c hutch.
Rescue Mission.
Increased interest accrues to the
revival meeting being held at the
Rescue Mission on South Third
street, as nightly larger crowds at-
tend to hear the good sermons
preached. Rev. J. Starr is assisting
Rev. Chiles with the gatherings, and
the effect of his good work is spread-
ing throughout a large section. A
cordial ' invitation is extended , to
everybody to come and participate
in these meetings which redound to
the good of all.
BROKE OUT AFRESH
SECOND BLAZE AT THE GAR-
NER BROS. ESTABLISH;
M ENT YESTERDAY.
Mrs. Laura Fowler Owns the Build-
ing and Her Loss Which Runs
Up Into Hundreds Is Covered.
Yesterday morning shortly after 4
o'clisck fire again broke out in the
Garner Bros. Jurniture establish-
ment on South Third between Ken-
tucky avenue and Washington street,
and. the fire departments wire called
but it took them only a few moments
to extinguish the blaze for the sec-
ond time, as it was small and existed
around a pile of combustible material.
),trs. Laura Fowler owns the build-
ing which she hail fully covered with
insurance. It is probable her loss
will run close up to "no or .1Moo.
Gama ylesterday was still of the
opittlilu that his loss was something
like Stmoo or $1,500. but of course
it cannot he accurately estimated un-
til he goes over the ruined stock
thoroughly.
It seems thAt the stationmen did
not gtt the IQ4ce entirely extinguish-
ed Tuesday evening, and some sparks
▪ lay smouldering in a pile of mat-
tresses and straw which broke out
afresh early yesterday morning at
the hour mentionedt People passing
that way noticed the bright glare
inside the building and again strml-
1,r)ned the department which quickly
put a stream of water on the .blaze
and it was extinguished.
GAS CHEAPER THAN STEAM
WorIC's Fair Tests Show Factories
New Way to Use Coal.
St. Louis, Mo., March 21..—The full
report of the tests made at the gov-
ernment coal-testing station at the
world's fair . grounds made public
today shows by using coal as a gas
producer and using this gas in gas
engines manufacturing plants can
save in supplying power.
The report also shows the manu-
facturer exactly the cost of produc-




HOSTELRY BE TURNED OVER
. TO MR. MURPHY THIS
MORNING.
Everything For the Formal Transfer
Has Been Completed by Messrs.
Fteed and Murphyliii
This morning at breakfast time
Colonel Charles Reed, of The Palmer,
turns the management of that hos-
telry over to Mr. Frank Murphy, of
Chicago, who will hereafter have
°barge of the institution under direc-
tion of the new company formed to
take. passession.
Mr. Murphy got here Tuesday
tvening and also of yesterday he and
Mr. Reed were busy checking over
things and gettioft them in shape for
the latter to turn the management
over. The papers were all drawn up
wherein Mr. Reed sells td the new
people, while the fire,insurance poli-
cies were transferred from old man-
agement to the new, and everything
in detail squared, including accept-
ance of the inventory of the contents
of the hotel as it now stands, and as
turned over to the new concern by
Mr. Reed. It took all of yesterday
antristst eveni to do this and then
this morning t as the time for the
final transfer of the management.
• 3.1r. Reed last (evening said that at
*nest of the new proprietors he
would remain for an indefinite period
ce, as to thoroughly acquaint them
with the details of the 'hostelry super-
vision. By this be 'twang in a per-
sonal and active capacity at the office,
while when things get to running
smoothly under Mr. Aurphy, the
other will just have the connection
with the hotel carried by the presi-
dency of the new company, this not
being an active one, but of an ad-
visory nature.
Me. -Reed last night stated that he
felt a little strange at first, not being
active head of the hotel, as for thirty
three years his entire personal time
had been consumed in this manner,
aod of course stepping out •in. . this
respect was new to him and be will
have to gradually become use to it.
lie was solely responsible for every-
thing heretofgre ATil in person had
to look after everything, but this re-
sponsibility is relieved by him being
made the new president. and others
will look after these duties. Bring
the executive head of the new com-
pany of coarse his best wishes ants
good will go with the management
to be assumed this morning.
MT. Murphy yesterday announced
that Day Clerk Ott Adaitts and Night
Clerk Miller would be retained and
VALET CHARLES JONES
HAS DISAPPEARED
• Houston, Tex., March 21.—Valet
Charles Jones has disappeared.
Grave suspicions have been aroused
that he has met a violent death at 
yothe hands of the father of a un
girl who is the mother of a lather-
less child. The girl's father has been.
beard to swear vengeance upon his
;.daughter's betrayer, but of late has
tif come silent.
• "There is one old man who could
'tell where Jones is," declares Sol.
Williams, the aged postmaster dt
Love, where Jones and the girl's
. family live, "but he is silent as the
tomb, and if you want to stir up
trouble, just ask him about old man
Rice's former valet."
' The man and his family have lived
at Cedar Bayou, a short distance
from Cove, for thirty-five years. The
fatherless infant of his daughter it
declarethlty some to be the child of
Charles F. Jones, the missing valet.
It was on March 12, 1905, that
Jones disappe3red from his familiar
haunts near Cedar . Bayou. He
dropped completely out of existance
so far as the residents of Chanibers
uounty know or cared. Where he
went or how is a mystery, When
he left. if 114 did leave the country
of his own volitio9, he bade no asso-
ciate good-bye. From many sources
and from all his immediate associates
comes onlp one reply:
g "!„lcuiea—has. -not -bass—Seen - siinee
March 12, 1905."
Girl's Father Silent.
The child of which Jones is alleged
to be the father is several months
old; the mother is never seen; the.
mother's father, who was at one time
among the most intimate associates
of the missing valet, and who is said
to have declared he would wipe out
his daughter's dishonor with the
blood of her betrayer, is silent as the
tomb. •
These are the circumstances
which have given rise to the belief,
not only in Houston, but in the
country adjacent to where Jones
lived, that the witness upon whose
testimony Albert T. Patrick was sen-
tenced, to the electric chair has met
a violent and mysterious death at the
hands of the father of a betrayed
girl.
So strong is this sutipichm that a
systematic search in the swamps and
marshes about Cedar Rayon for
Jones' body is being made.
things in the office clerical force con-
tinued as heretofore, he finding both
good and excellent men, of experience.
He also continues in the service all
the attaches of the hostelry, but of
course changes may be made at any '
time, like generally occurs when new ,
parties take over an old business.
Mr. Murphy is accompanied by his I
wife, and since being here have met
many people who are delighted. to
find in them people who will grace i
Paducah in a most excellent manner!
and he valued social 'additions to the
community. Mr. Murphy is a genial,!
sociable man, but strictly business,i
while his wife i a most charming.
lady bound to become exceedingly!
popular in local society.
Just as soon as iMc. and Ms. Ed
P. Noble get their home beyond
West End completed, and move into
same, Mr. Reed goes out with them,
to make his residence also.
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.Farmers of Union County have
formed what is known as the Union
County Farmer's Club, with head-
quarters at Morganfield. There are
sixty of them and the object is mu-
tual protection.
Farmers of Western Kentucky
said to have formed a secret society,
the purpose of which is to run 'down
the gang of horse thieves working in
that section, and which the officers
of the law have failed to break up.
They had a pie supper in the
Brodhead school-house the other
night and Amos-Sweeter is dited
with having devoured time the
home-made variety, but he een
under the doctor's care ev gee.
He won a cake for what he accom-
plished.
Several Uniontown men went
"duck hunting" a few days ago to
avoid jury service at Morganfield,
and were surprised, when they re-
turned, to be arrested by a Deputy
Sheriff. Others who had been sub-
poenaed as witnesses, who also went
"hunting,"wore caught the same way.
GOVERNOR WILL BE
ASKED TO AMEND CALL.
— —
Petition to Give the Jamestown Ap-
propriation Bill a Chana.
Frankfort. Ky.. March 21—A -peti-
tum has been prepared which, it is
expected, will be signed by practical-
ly all the members of the house and
senate, asking the governor to
amend his extra session call to in-
ch:de the Jamestown' exposition ap-
propriation, which was sidetracked at
the regular session.
. It is not yet known what effect the
action of the Louisville board of
trade and Commercial club will have
on the rectifiers' license bill in the
senate. It is generally conceded,
however, that the house will pass
the measure in a whoop.
DR. RICHARDSON DEAD.
Was Dr. White's Chief Lieutenant
in New Orleans Fever Fight.
New Orleans, La.. March 21—Past
Assistant Surgeon T. Farrar Richard-
son, of, the Marine hospital service,
died here of typhoid pneumonia. He
had been ill for two months. He re-
cently got a leave of absence to ac-
cept a contract with' the government
of Honduras to take charge of the
sanitation of the Atlantic coast town
of that country, and was on his way
there when stricken. He was Dr.
White's chief lieutenant in the yel-
low fever campaign here last year,
and conducted theapmpaign against
fever in Laredo, Tex., three years
ago.
Rogers is Chief.
Washington, March V.—Frank J.
Boudinot, of the Cherokee Indian
Nation, who called on the 'president
yesterday with a view to settling the
chiefship of the Cherokees, and was
referred by the president to Indian
Commission Leupp, was informed by
the latter today that Chief Rogers,
under a decision rendered by the de-
partment. fast December, is recog-
nized as chief of le Cherokees.
Thel.e has been a protest entered
in Rockcastle county because post-
masters have been slow in forward-
ing mails.
OLIVER, OLIVER, & M'ORI;GOR
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Beaten, Ky., rear beak
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room 114 Fraternity. Pniloing
New Phone 114. Old  Phone Its
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
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FULL LINE OF SPRIk8
GOODS ON OISPLArif
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephone 377.
TIME [DES
BE WISE AND Cal."T A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR--CRAROES-A-RE- ALWAYS'
MODERATE. WE CARRY A













Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Colanders -





We Will Sell NAILS ORGLA S, TACKS
You a Sample WON'T LETPair for Only OUT THE AIR
(cattit WITH 01,10110 04.35)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, likeintentionat knife am, can
be vulcanized like any other tire.
Two Hundred Thousand pales new in actual ass. Over
Seventy-five Theesand pairs sold last yew.





203-205 S. THIRD ST.
PADUCAH, KY.
WALL PAPER STORE
Moved 10 315 Broadway
HE GREATEST rirstar Av TN .WALLPAPER .THAT .HAS
KENTUCKY. THE VALUES THAT WE GIVE IN PAPERI IS HARD TO DUPLICATE IN OTHER STORES.
raltIFINISMSEZEUEN
WE ARE SELLING GOOD
8-CENT PAPER AT • 5 cents
GOOD 15-CENT PAPER
AT  10 cents
NOW IS THE TIME FOR CLEANING AND PAPERING AND
WILL PAY ANY ONE TO SEE OUR GREAT LINE OF
 9 o 6 
WALLPAPER DESIGNS
AS THEY AR.E BEAUTIFUL.
IT
Wind -w Shades and Picture Frames
MA) 1- :.Y STZE WHILE YOU WAIT. Remember the Place.
C. CI LEE, 315 Sway.
,1••••
MAIM_9 rfINUR & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 .0U11-1 I E11120 ST. —;PADULAti. K
YOU
U to write for big 
IS ALL IT 





a at il:113141eBELOW any other manufacturer or dodder in the world.
from anylione,
at any price,
or on mey hod of Germs, until you have received our complete Free Cate-Ingram illustrating and describing every kiSosif bigh grade and low-grade
bicycles, old patterns and latest models, and rn of our remarkable LOW
PRICES and wonderful new offers made 'bit by welling from factory
direct to rider with no middlemen's profits.
WE NNW ON MPIrralL orakost a end deposit, Pay the Freight •nd
allow 10 Days and make other liberal terms which e ) other
house in the world will do. You will learn everything and get much valu-
able information by sirnTily writing us a postal.
We need a akkap Agyealf in every town and can oiler an opportunity
to make money to suitabk young men who apply Ts once.
$8.O PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ONLY
Re Price $
•5 I per pair. PER PAIR
Notice the thick rubber tread
mod puncture strips "1i'
and ”D," shoo rim strip ..11-
to prevent rim cutting. This
tire •10111 outlast any other
make—SOFT, ELASTIC and
NARY RIDING. •
I Wade in all sires. It is }trey and easy riding, very durabfi`and lined inside
• tlrffrpticial.171111Tua ty of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
without allowing the air to Oleape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires have ong=resorteml up once or twice in a whole season. They weigh no more thusan oedhsary tire, the
prepared fabric on the tread. That "Ho Beck" sensa tion ly felt when riding on asphalt
mfdti ies being given by several layers of this, specially
or soft roads is ovt.coone by the teat et Wrestle" tread prevents all it from tieing
screamed out between the tire read thus overcoming all emetics. The regular price of these
rposte we are soak's( a motekd factory prior to the rider
day 'diet* received We ship C. .D. on approval.
sod toned them strictly as represented.
=thereby making the price 84.65 per pair) if you seedthis advertisement. We will also send *se nickel
metal proicture elemental' fell paid orders (these natal
tional knife cuts or heavy gashes . Tires to be retorted
at OVIE satptindie taw, are not satisfactory on examinat .
hostler,
We are=trel and ragas" sent to us is as sae as in • hank. Ask yaw Postmaster,
Agesiltde Ile Editor of this paper about us. If you adder • pair of
theft tires, you will Eat dill IAD ride easier, run faster, wear better, last Imager avec look
essethee miry thst evermes or seen at any price. We know that you will hem well pleased
that vim you want s yeawIll give us your order. We want you to send mg a small trial
Watt at dam hence tittlate tire after.
00Aangtiramigim bollt-op-wheale, saddles. pedals, parts and repairs, awl
everything in the bicycle line are sold by os at hair thossual
prier charged by dealer, mad repair men. Write for our big SUNDRYDo gar WAIT but write us • postal today. IN) NOT 'Ittlitte or SUPINE
bicycle or a pair of tires from anyone until you know the new and
wonderful ciders we are making. It only costa a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
lEAD CYCLE 110111PANY, Copt! "J L" II IC 180 ILL








DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE
utes time at the
PADUC421BroadwayMUSIC STORE subscribe For The Register
...461111.




At stegister Bulbring, 523 Broadway.
lAMES E. WILI-ita.sd, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBgRT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year
Six Months  
Three Months





Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Thursday Morning March 22.
A Square Deal For th. Public.
There is a disposionn the part
of certain people in eTerrcotimunity
to "unload* on theeicity. Certain
property owners will cheerfully offer
ground for streets, *idewalks and
alleyways, provided, the city will pay
for the improvements. Contractors,
olumbeesetscailesseepwations \will come
along and dig holes in the streets
and sidewalks, toesuit themselves and
put them back in a slip-shod manner
to see how much the authorities will
stand. for. Street railways will then
select streets for their tracks and
even expect bridges to be built
for them and tell the public rhat
great things Ihey are doing for ad-
vancement of the city. Railroads
grab onto the streets and spread out
all ovei• creation and think they are
ening the city a favor.
According to our way of thinking,
the quicker all such people and con-
cerns get that idea out of their heads
the better it will be for all parties.
A city is entitled to a square deal
and it is the- duty of every public
officer to see that a city gets it.
There should be no such a thing as
"the best of it." When any irulivid-
tie! or company in dealing with a city
manifests a disposition to gouge or
impose on the city, they should be
given to understand that snob tactics
are disreputable and will not be tol-
erated.
In the first place a street, a side-
walk or an alleyway is worth more
to the owner of a iiiece of property
than it is to the city; and the city
is not engaged in the philanthropic
work of improving a man's propel(
for 'him. Property down in the busi-
ness section rents for less when there
is no alley in the rear. The city does
not need that cOnvenience one-half
as much as the property-owner.
Those fellows who edig up ,the
street and sidewalks, and pay 'no at-
tention to the city in planting poles
and pipes, finally run tip against ,it,
and find an expensive job on their
hands of doing the work all over
again.
'Street railways are good things for
a city, and a growing city is a fine
thing for a street eir ar
company is out to make
tinless it can see where
benefited it is
business of philantropy than is the
city. A city is under no obligations
whatever to furnish roadbeds and
brideel for the benefit of such cor-
porations or anything else beyond'
reason. Street railways are entitled
to a square deal and r is a city. The
same applies to the ,railroads. In
brief a City is WWII& just as much to
street railways and railroads as they
arc .to a city. It is of mutual in-
terest and there jre no good reasons
whatever for imçbsing on •a city, or
fora city to impose on those con-
cerns, if it could.
Therefore, if .everyone having busi-
ness with the city will get rid of
the idea that it is alright to get the
best of it if they can, they will soon
d'scover that everything will move
along smoothly And in a friendly
manner. The sentiment in this coun-
try is that it is time for the public
to get a square deal and many of the
public officials seem to have reached
the conclusion that the public will
get it,
also took up the matter
the telephone rates to
be charged in that city and passed
an ordinance to that effect. For
years the city has been having trouble
with the Cumberland Telephone com-
pany; and now the city proposes to
take up the gage of battle and bring
that company to terms.
After permitting a private corpora-
tion to manage the Louisville water
company for fifty years and making
a failure of it the city of Louisville,
two days ago, took charge of the
plant and wilt in -future operate it.
According to the dispatches a syn-
dicate has offered the city of Rich-
mond, Ind., the sum of $250,000 for
the municipal lighting plant. As the
population of Richmond is only 20,-
000 it is fair to presume that the
plant of that city didl not cost as
much as 450,000. The offer of $250,-
is no doubt based on the fact that
'Witt a plant in a citx of that size
furnishing public anti commercial
lighting, that the owners can ..eaen
$250,000. The Paducah • Sun says
municipal ownership, is a farce, but
it seems that the 
/
little city of Rich-
mond has such a good thing that a
syndicate is willing to give itt$256,000
to let it go. All over the United
States are hundreds of cities that
own the lighting plants, and they are
big bonanzas. What Paducah needs
is a first class electric plant.
The vote in the council Monday
night on the tax rate proved clearly
that the recent statement in the Sun
that the wrong ordinance, the meet-
ing before, was not true. Mr. Hill
the chairman of the ordinance com-
mittee, and who presented the $1.60
tax ordinance, again voted for the
Se6o ordinance last Monday night.
The Sun attempted to make it ap-
pear that an oversight was made in
bringing in the $1.6o, but the Register
said such was ,not the .case„ .„but that
the members had sirice discovered
that $t.6o was too low; itlt the face
of this four of the councilmen per-
sisted in voting for the $1.60 rate.
Our argument or improved
streets was that 'thlv would beautify
the city. Thats true, but how are
the streets to ever present a clean and
neat appearance when they are
cleaned at midnight and before 7
o'clock .in the morning the trash and
sweepings from the stores are swept
into the gutters? It is simply a
waste of money. There is a Jaw
prohibiting the steeping of trash
into the streets, bur the police de-
partment pay no attention whatever
to the daily violations of it. It istime
for the mayor and police commis-
sioners to investigate and apply the





it is to be
in the
Louisville Waking Up.
Louisville shows signs of
f awakening. An ordinance for an-
other electric lighting company has
been given its initial ,passage. The
company fielding aomonotioly of the
lighting privileges in that city made
• strong fight against the ordinance,
but it passed by a vote of 12 to 6.
civic
The Mtayfield-Calvert City cut-oft
bugaboo is., again brought forth, fnr
what purpose we know not. We
think Paducah has reached a size
where it is too inspoi4ant a place to
be "put-off," and if the Illinois Cen-
tral is„,eeally contelnplating such a
move and does so act in the matter,
there are other reilroads in the coun-
try that would. like to get into Padu-
cah. 1,74ile the railroads may be
counted on to figure for their own
interest the city of Paducah may also
be relied upon to do ionic figitrin% on
its own acCount.
The aid of the )"lice has been in-
voked in regard to the opening of
streets and sidewalks for poles and
pipes. The various companies and
individuals engaged in that business
seem to have an idea that they are
at liberty to tear up streets and
sidewalks whenever they please. The
board of public works has decided
that neither the streets nor sidewalks
t,
and if it cannot rely on the police to
do their duty in this respect the
board will seek other means to put
a• stop to it.
The breaking of a trolley wire that
tied up the street car lines for two
hours Tuesday night, was something
that is likely to occur at anytime,
yet if the accident had occutreds to
the cit's electric plant the corpora-
tion organs would have isointed to
it as an illustration of the city to
operate a public utility. Accidents
will happen to public and, private
plants, and public plants can be
conducted just as well as private
plants.
. The Chattanooga Lyncling. .
The expected mob violence at
Chattanooga has occurred. The
negro Johnson, who was convicted
and sentenced to death on the charge
of criminal assault upon a white wo-
man, and who was granted an appeal
by the supreme ceiee of United :
States, was forcibly taken from jail
and hanged by a mob. This was a
deplorable and an especially unfor-
tunate affair, for which there can be
no possible justification. The crimi-
nal was in safe custody—that s is, so
far as his chances for escape were
concerned--and his cate was in the
hands of the highest court in the
land. It is not to be assumed that
that court would have done anything
to shield a criminal from justice.
The appeal. meant some delay and
some further inquiry into the guilt
or innocence of the accused. Wheth-
et the appeal should have been gran-
ted is not the seuestion. It was
granted, not to delay justice, bettelor
inquiry. The lynching of the prison-
er under these circumstances was in
contempt and defiance of the highest
tribunal in the 13nd. It was the diety
of the officers o the lAr to take
special pretauti sped
effort to 'protect "the prisoner until




PADUCAHANS WILL Rug A
SPECIAL TR3AR1 TO THAT
PLACE SUNDAY.
The Institution of the New Lodge
There Will Be Under Direction
of Tennessee Councils..
Last evening at the meeting of 'the
Knights of Columbus lodge of thA
city arrangements were perfected for
attendance of the Members at the
institution of the New Jackson,
Tenn., lodge next Sunday. It is ex-
pected that about fifty of the knights
and :their friends and families will go
down from tine city on the special
train to be run over the Illinois Ceti.-
tral railroad..
The special leaves eventh and
Broadway at 6 o'clock nday morn-
ing., and 5 minutes late from the
Union depot. It then goes down by
way of Fulton and on to Jackson,
which place will be reached shortly
after 9 o"clock that morning, the run
by special being bide ovee,, three
hours.
. The installation- ceremonies for the
new lodge there will be conducted
under supervision of' the councils
from Memphis and Nashville, Tenn.,
both of which bodies will come up
many strong, probilities , teeing that
several hundred of the brethren will
be thke. The services will be held
at th ?Knights of Pythias hall and
following it, it is expected that a
banquet will be served, this being th.
closing social feature of these assum.
blies.
Sunday evening about midnight
the special train scarce back this way
and gets to Paducah shortly after 3
o'clock elkonday morning. -
The new Jackson council starts off
with a membership of fifty. that being
the required number, according to
eegulations' of the order.'
KNIGHTS OF COLTJMBUS.
Special to Jackson, Tenn.
A Special train will leave Broadway
depot at 6:oo a. in. and Union de-
pot d'adhcah 6:05 A. in. Sunday Marchl
25th for Jackson, Tenn., •;it Illinois
Central R. R. to' early Knights of
Columbus attending the institutiee
of Jackson cotnicil.
The families and friends of mem-
bers will bee weihime. Fart for the
round trip $3.30.
J. T. DiOtNOVAN, Agent.
Don't buy polsonolic ImmItatIon
whiskey' thatis made in store rooms.
Pure whiskey can only be made in
a distillery. Buy "Old Terrell" the
pure "still house" article, made in a
home distillery, at $2.00, $2.50 and
$3.00 per gallon. Quarts and halves
in proportion. Gty retail department
417 Jefferson street.
Mr. James Ferriman of Gran'd
Rivers is in the city visiting his
son, Mr. Prank Fevrtmart-.------N „goes




o Thought▪ Gems of the
o World's Great Minds
o All pain must be to teach
O some od in the „end.—
o B roan .
o The bulk of sin and error in
o the world is committed not
o through choice, but tbrougla
o ignorance.—Trine,
o 'No one would venture
o speak much in society if
o were/ aware hor often one
o misunderstands others.
o , --o—.
o, N man shciuld be upright,
o not be kept upright..—Marcus
o Aurelius.









'4)SED TO COME UP THIS
EVENING.
Some of the Authorities Seem to
Think the Ordinance Will Never
See Light of Day Again.
Two weeks ago wheu there was
brought .up ae the aldermanic board
-the- of .ptssing _the.Aat-_
disance empowering, the city author-
ities to let Stone & Webster furnish
se'itio„y-five lights for the street cor-
ners of the city, the nieasure was
laid over until tonight, when the
afaermen again meet in regular ses-
siert, and at which time there will
come up the measure if the question
is to be revived.
It was understood that the reason
it was not taken up by the aldermen
at the last meeting is because several
members were absene, and those fav-
oring letting Stone i& Webster get
that much of a hold, epon the muni-
cipality wanted the ordinance to be
held over to this gathering tonight.
Those opposing the contract could
have thwarted this two weeks ago,
bit realizing they had enough votes
agsinst.the ordinance to hill it, those
fair inded representatives in the
ho are not catering to Stone
'ter, let the bill go over un-
til ht when it will be defeated if
btought up.
The rampant Republicans in the
board do not seem to be so enthus-
iastic over the project to "farm" out
the city's plant, now that in no un-
mistakable manner they have been
plainly shown they are not to repre-
sent their personal wishes in the
public board, but are to do like the
commeinity 'wants them, else have
heaped on their beads the condemna-
tion of an angry sitizenship like has
existed for several weeks at those
favoring letting Stone & Webster
furnish the lights.
At the outset Alderman W. T.
.tiller was the only one standing up
for tre people and fighting Stone 8c
Webster. Now he has cause to be
gratified to see the other city official;
gradually coming over to his ,idc.
which has always been with the
liberty loving people of the city
Although the light question has
been defeated into a "dead isswe" still
the final move one way or the other
comes, up tonight, if the members
war to revive it.
P .
Hicks'





All Kinds Monumenta and Ge oral Cemetery Work (Use
Green River 4.5tone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS: does no be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MOPE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST„ PADUCAH, KY.
WM-
We are shosting Great Values in
Baseball Goods and
Lawn Tennis Outfits
Come and see us. Our prices I
will save you money.
Harbour's Book 'pepartment.
We have some few Base Ball Mitts and Gloves
left/from last year.- These we make
at just about half their value.
1
NottloWashintshos
The most despised drudgery of h ousekeeping is the cagy. of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the &shell and dust tkey pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a 1
Hots Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms Estimates free
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 'ox. 232 South Fourth S... 325 Kentucky Assents.
Fir st:-Class
Watch Work










Here is another chance at that woliderfrl counter. Commencing
promptly at nine o'clock Frid4 morning we will sell you the
following. Brilg your baskets and fill them up. Come early and
get the choice,
COFFEE MILLS WORld 50 CENTS
5 1-2 AND 6 1-22 IN. PORCELAIN PLATES  
DECORATED POkELAIN COUPE PLATES
FRIDAY 17( EACH
FRIDAF 2oc PER SET.
 FRIDAF Roc PER SET.
DECORATED AND PLAIN SAUCERS 
GLASS CELERY STANDS 
CHINA TOOTH PICK AND WATCH HOLDERS




SALT AND PEPPER BOXES 
FRIDAY ,Toc PER DOZEN
/
 FRIDAY a FOR se.
 FRIDAY 2 FOR v.
  .DAY 2 FOR 5c.
FRIDAY 5 CENTS EACH.
FRIDAY ic EACH.
FRIDAY sc EACH,
FRIDAY toe PER SET.
FRIDAY roc EACH
FRIDAY 29c EACH.
3.4PIECE CHINA OAT MEAL SETS . 
MOLASSES STANDS, WORTH 25C . .
I FOOD NOPPERS WORTH 75c 
Many articles not listed will be offered you at prices accordingly. If youcan't come yourself send your child, as they will get the same attentionas older peorte,
•
••••
,•"•••610'. :•.•••••••• . •. 
• -A frissmisffeat.






We have decided to discontinue the retail sale of F rniture inThe firandest Opportunity Paducah, to devote our entire energes to our factrry we willclose out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Thirded! Ittriees going gCCItoS'L soTdhiast once. The sale of an immense stock' of Furniture AT COST.Ever Offer ' greatest opportunity' ever offered Paducah house--  keepers to furnik up. Everyerything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid, 




THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMFfilf
••••
NEW FIRM
ONE OF THE CITY'S LEADINCIC









summer be opened * this city kw
one of the best ictiWe and most
thorotigb followers ismaPilkiellA
Mr. Roy L.. CuBiersixtkieir
has ist en chief sale t-
ant manager for' .ffies"Allaprstein
brothers clothing !Louse at Third
and Broadway. O1hai1Aria4y or-
ganised his. company and their place
of business will "be in the handsome
two story brick; "wilding to be con-
structed on Ifttadway between
Fourth and Fifth ,streets where now
sands beside Weille's the residence
occupied by Dr. J. W. Pendley as
an office.
Mr. Culley has leafed for fifty-
seven years the ground from the
realty company/ that .got it for eet
yeses from the Maxwell estate. He
Las already had plans drawn. kir the
mew structure that will be A model
for its use and compa•re well with
clothing stores of metropolitan
ylacee much larger than here. The
bids are now being received from
contractors, sliliwing what they wi'l
'out up the building for, and shortly
the contract will be awarded.
Mr. Clancy has been with .Wal-
ierstein Hros for seventeen years
and understands the business thor-
c.ughly as n•.,. other young man
4his portion a the country. He has
an yousual knack for knowing th.!
bkirink grown lip in it, and his ae-
-aeranceri of success are as much as
, %out.' be expected from one stand-
ing at the head nf his line, like be
He will put up a house standing are-
eminent and shortly lifter Easter
severs his connection with the Wal-
lerstein house, for pqrpose of going
Fast and making his large purchase
of clothing. gents furnishing goods
and other departments that will be
maintained at the store. He expects
with a full force and anticipationi
of everybody are for'n fine" business
entnre for him, which all hope.
Case Reversed
•
sided as ,special judge at the trial!KINCHLOWhere, and it was agreed that each'
side. coulsi challenge three jurors.
The special judge in ruling to this
effect, permitted the I. C. to chal-
PVerf. 'le three, and also the street rail-
to -Challenge the same nurnber,
he contending. that as there were
(two defendants, each could challenge
the same number. For the plaintiff
Lai4yere 'Oliver & Oliver, excepted
to' this r4le. The special judge then
ipeertscted, the jury to find for the
defendant if they thought there ex-
isted, she gross negligence set up by
plaintiffs, whose lawyers excepted to
this shio, these being the only two
exceptions. The jury gave the girl
POO damages, and her lawyers oaok
to the appellate bench, where a.
teversal is ,now gotten 'and .newtriill
ordered,' on ,the two excepted 'rulings:
•
COURT OF APPEALS DECIDES,
LOCAL JUDGE WAS
WRONG. •
Another Hearing Wilt Be Given the
Suit of 'Flo), Pendley Against, I.
C. and Street Railway.
.mM1111
Yesterday the court of appeals at
Frankfort reversed the local circuit
court in the suit of Dr,-J. W. Pend•
Icy for his daughter, Floy Pendlet,
against the Illinois Central railroad,
and the Paducah City Railway corn•
pan', for $1,000 damages. This
means that the plaintiff gets another
trial in the local tribunal. Lawyers
Okver, Oliver & McGregor are on
a the winning side, and Charley
Wheeler on the losing side.
--Diirng Ma7-8V TW3-• little -TIOy
1Pendley and others were coming
down Broadway upon a street car
that' tried to cross the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad tracks at Eleventh and
Broadway, at which place a", I. C.
train was backing. As result the
train struck the street car and pain-
fully injured the young lad?, brpeue
father brought suit for her 14itinat
both the railroad, and street railway
'system for $r,000 damages.







Police' Expect Something Definite
Within Few Days Regarding
Augsatus Murder.
This morning at 1:443 o'clock there
was brought here from Fulton, Ky.,
Charles Kinchiow, colored, who is
wanted in this city to answer to the
charge of 4110obbing and assaulting
which is nearly two years ago. He
Ima King, nagress, April 26th, Igoe,
was yesterday captured in that cityLARGE AUDIENCE ENJOYED and was brought here by Marshal
MUSICALE LAST Eaker and turned over to the local
authorities.
The King .woman claims that on
the date mentioned during !nog she
Zadie 
 waspassing the month of Hoffman'.
alley 'which netts from Weshington
to Clark between Seventh . and
of No Eighth streets. She contends that
at‘ she did so Kinchlow knocked her
dgwn. beat her and' then took $10
from her pocket. the accused mad!.
his .escape and has since been atThe Matinee Musicale .club • has large but was recently located, atjust cause to be proud of the Fultim by the local authoritiee. "%vie)eminent character of ethert.fluntent directed Marshal F..aker to put hintaccstriled people of this city last under arrest, which was done yeil-evening at The "Kentucky, at which
time there appearea that gresebari-
tone, Mr. David Bishpham, akeom-
panted by Miss Zudie Harris, the
renowned pianist. The cultism' *lid
music loving portion of t. cat-
munity was at till_ playffase where
for several hours they were enter-
tained in a manner never ' before
tqualled by these two artists who
are known well the world over
where they have appeared before
grsat throngs, including crown-
heads of European and other coun-
tries.
Their pr.igramme consisted of
everything elevating and delightful
in this line find for two hours the
audience was kept in a constant
state of enjoyment by their
excellent pieces. -
Mr. Bisham has a voice 'equalled
by none the country ovet, while
Miss Harris' light touch and anti-
hide at the piano was the source
of much' pleasure.
• It cost the club just $35o to get.
these two artiste to this city, but
the gross receipts more than .bore
the expcneea. and this proves the
appreciation of true talent by Padu-
cahans.
EVENING.




Drink "04d Terrell" the pure "stilt'
house" whiskey, for sale in quantities
of one quart or more at 417 Jeffer,
son ..treet, city retail depa,tment.




At Benton this afternoon there
will go to the circuit court jury the
Walter licilland killing case which
has been constiming the entire at-
tention of the tribunal at that city
since last Wednesday. Yesterday
work of taking the testimony was
completed, ,and two speeches made,
in arguing the action before the jury,
those speaking being John G. sovett
for the prosecution and Hon. James
B. Garnett for the defense. Today
the remakpder..._.oft e  a__ dc_reesee. _
the jury h e and then the




We have any style you
want, or wilt Make
it for you.
"Trip to Europe."
Presiding Elder J. D. Blackard of
the MethAdise district will tortiorrow
night at the Broadway Methodist
church Ore his lecture on "A Trip to
Etitispa" anAir atiipices of the Home
Mission society. The admistilon is
twenty-five cents, and interspersing




Detective Irwin of Nashville,
Tenn., is in the city where he has
been since Tuesday night working
upon a case, the nature of which he
does not divulge. He expects to
make a catch any moment, and if
he does not, he will return to that
Tennessee city tomorrow. He is re-
garded one of the shrewdest slueths
iii the entire country, having spent
many years in the service, and been
the means of effecting many im-
portant catches
More Counterfeit Money.
A gentleman of this city, coming
nt from Princeton, has turned over
to Officer John Hessian a counter-
feit dollar which he received in
'change at • that neighboring city.
he patrolman gave the spurious
coin to Detectives Moore and Baker,
who are working on .this case, try'
ing to find out from whence it,
teigitiafty came. They know who
gave it to the Paducahan as change.
hut hope to trace it down io learn
where 1 first appeared.
Ingr:fm and Davis, the two Padu-
rattans charged with manufacturing
bad, dollars, have not yet given bond
:Ind been released from the county
jail. where' they are being held over
to the federal grand jury, Davis in
t,siio bond. and" Ingram in $1.000.
Close Behind Him.
The police depdttnicut has thc
pist day or' two received a number
tiT long distance telephone messages
from the South, and they expedt to
effect 'something shortly, if it is No
be done at all, towards capturing
Albert Shumate, the young fellow
accused of being the murderer of
William Augustus in the
railroad yards here several weeks
They, know where his part-
e; is aadmpan ipick him up at any
't me. Thii•willibe_ done just when-
ever they- get Shumate located and
arrested.
Pistol Stolen.
Mr. Robertson, the former city
inseshal of .Fulton, wd'§ here yester-
day looking for a man who is
charged With stealing a gun frOM
Robertson's brother. The Fultonite
said his brother had left the revolver
.hanging in a roOrri at the hotel there
and-when he went for it, the firearm








We Make Shoes to Order
309 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
who stole the revolver was in this
city night before last. Mr. Robert-
son, accompanied by the hotel clerk,
came here yesterday afternoon, and





Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chronic.
rtly never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF








Lest of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany today:
2383—Pryton, Dallas, Res., 629
Campbell.
2088—Sowers, J. D., Res., 1717
Clark.
2220—Smith, Mrs. Lucie, Res, 1600
Harrison.
2087—Thobold, Bessie, Res., O'-
Briensville.
2o08—Wallace, H. H., Res., 7e31
Broad.
Like otter commodities, te;ephone
service ehould be paid according to
its value.
Wt have in the city aabottl 2.800.
s-ubsCi&ii or five times as many as
the Ind, pendent Co., outside the city
and within the county we have 63
times as many subscribers as the In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place e
telephone in your residence at the
same. rate the Indegendeni Co. is
vupposed. to cbarge and provide in
addition, long distance facilities
whir.% will enable you to reach fifty
million people fom your home. Call




L. L. BEBOUT 
General Insurance ,Agency
•
We Write Anything in Insurance




Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs









7th a Jackson Sts. phone ert• Clay Sts.. phone 31.
In connection with the best Foun-
tain eervice, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
I ST. LOUIS EXCURSION
VIA
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD
Thursday, March 22, 1906
Round Trip $3.00
\
tickcts good, only on special train
leaving Paducah Union Depot ,8:oo a.
m. Mlarch 22d, and good returning on
1 reguiar trains to and including
ns leaving St. Louis Union Depot
onday, March 26th. No baggage
will be checked on these tickets, nor
will they be accepted in sletping car,.
For furthcr particulars apply to
J. T. DONOVAN, agent..
.Paducah, .Ky.
G. C. WAFFIELD, T. 'A.,
Union Depot.
e.xcurSion—St. Louis.
The Illinois Central 2. R. will run.
a special excursion to S.. Louis, leav
lug Pactica'h Union depot at 8 a. m.,
Marcb 22nd , via. Cairo, fare for the
round trip $3.00. Tickets val be
good returningsfor'3 days on regular
trains. No baggage mill be checked
on these tiekets, nor will they be
honored on steeping cars. J. T.
Donovan, agent, Paducah, Ky. G. C.
Wirfield, T. A., Union depot.
The Daily Register, only use. as
week.
HAYES Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.SEVENTH AND BROADWAY
-
Office aver Globe Bank and 'I'rust
 'ann. 





for Sick and Injured Only.
553 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE fogg.
NEW PHONE 334. , PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Saddlery Company




We have any style you
want, or will make
it for you.
S
TOOK PLACE IN A WOMAN'S
ROOM IN HOTEL.
Nicholas Dickhoff, of Cincinnati, Is
•
•
Mortally Wounded by easob
W. Young.
Chicago, March 21.--Nicholas J.
Dickhoff,- twenty-three years old, of
Cincinnati, who was employed as a
ceek in a boarding house at 44o La-
Sr,lle avenue, was shot and isetally
eunded early today by Jacots W.
Young, while in the room of Mrs.
Mildred Amman, at the Grand Hotel.
D:ckhoff was taken to the Chicago
Emergency hospital, where he died
a few hours later. Young, who is
eighteen years old; Mrs. Atlantan an&
Mils. Mabel Grief, all of Cincinnati,
weer arrested and arc being held by
the polies. Mrs. 'stninan „es in the
room at the time Young shot Dick-
hoff, but Mrs. Grief, fearing a quarrel
between the two men, had left a
chola time before the shooting..Dick-
lhoff and Young, it is alleged, went
to the hotel Sunday evening to see
Mrs. Amman and Mrs. Grief, both
of whom they had known in Cincin-
nati. Mrs. Amman, it is said, is the
wife of a minister in that city. het
she and Mrs. Grief had sepapted
from their husbands.
According to the woman, the (oar
them started on a sight-seeine
• tem. Young is said to have fought
with Dickhoff II one place, and both
had been ejectet1 for creating a dis-
turbance. They quarreled again after
they returned to Mrs. Amman's
room at the hotel, and Young, it is
claimed, drew a revolver and shot
Dickhoff Dickhoff, it is said, lived
at Moe L;nn street. Cincinnati, and
Young at 314 Oregon street, that
city.
Young explained the shooting as
fellows:
When Dickhoff started quarreling
in the hotel Mrs. Amman told me to
load her revolver. I put four bulle,i;
into the barrel and then pointed the
.weapon at Dickhoff. I snapped the
trigger once, thinking it would
strike the unloaded chamber. These
was a report, and 1 saw him fall. I
started to get a doctor down stairs,
lite was arrested"
Mrs. Amman's Statement.
Mrs. .Marie Airman made the fol-
lowing statement to the police:
"I met Young in the postoffice and
told him to tell Joe Dickhoff to come
to my room. They came, and we
went to saloon where the men got
to fighting. We pacified them and
returned to my room. A revolver
was lying in a tray of an open trunk.
Young picked it up and asked if I
had any cartridges, and I showed
him four. He grabbed them from
my hand and placed them in the re-
volver. Then he whirled it around
the forefinger of his right hand, and
a cartridge exploded woultding Jos,
Young then ran out of the roof,
shouting, "I was only fooling ••
STOCK HELD
FOR STANDARD OF R7,PUB-
LIC OIL COM-
A?PANY.
Secretary on Stand When _Hearing
of Ouster Proceedings Was
Resumed.
St. Louis, March 21.—The hearing
in the ousttr suit inItituted by At-
torney-General Hadley against the
Standard. Repeblic and Waters-
Pierce Oil companies was resumedto-
day before Special Commissioner An-
thony.. .
Wm. T. .McKce, secretary of the
Republic Oil company of Cleveland.
0., was the only 'witness examined
at the morning session. He brought
with his books of the company in ac-
cordance With the order of the su-
in Depeer and of his employment
under Wade Hampton of 26 Broad-
way, New York, auditor of the Re-
public Oil company.
,He denied knowing Hampton as
general auditor of the Staadarel com-
pany, but said. Hampton had office*
in the Standard building New York.
Ile told of having audited ,,books of
the Waters-Pierce company.
Shares of Republic Oil company
Socks, issued to several persons,
rmong them Jan-es P. Taylor, assist-
ant eecrttary, 26 Broadway, New
York. were taken tip. McKee was
questioned about the relationship be-
tween George B. and Frank Wilson,
and it was brought out that George
B. Wilson is the father of Frank
Wilson.
Admits It Was.
"Do the stockholders of the Re-
public company hold this stock for
themselves; or In the interest of
ethers?" asked Attorney-General
fred Le uos, general Wesrn cowl
eel for the Standard Oil company
"what the attorney-general seeks to
show by this question?
"I seek to show that this stock is
!old for /the StandardeOil company,'
replied Mr. ji•Iadley.
"Then I e ill save you the trouble,"
Mr. Eddy returned, "for the purpose
this litiga:ion this fact will be ad-
mitted."
Mr. M'eKse declared he held :to
stock himseH .and duties related
chiefly to sueereision over finances.
INVENTED AT
MANILA, P. I.
SAYS WC JD CONCERNING
STORIES OF MOUNT DAJO
FIGHT.
No Referenc_ —le in Any Advices
As to Killing of Women and
Children.
I Washington, Mlarch 21.-z-Secre-tary Tuft flee received two ceble-
grams from Maj:eGen. Leonard
Wlood at Manila, relative to the
Mloupt Dajostight. Tho first is dated
yesterday anti reads as folloess:
"If more dttailed information con-
cerning the facts conneCted With the
Mount Deja fight is desired I suggest
;! Nfaj. Hugh L. Scott be called oil.
•• is thoroughly acquainted with the
tuation having spent eight months
Li the attempt to get these people off
The mountain without fighting."
The Maj. Scott referred to has
been on leave of absence in this
country and' has just arrived in
Washington in answer to the secre-
tary s summons. He was referred to
in some of the Manila cablegrams as
having caused the present trouble at
Mount -*Dalin by reason of the exer•
cise of too gr.: at leniency towards the
brigand Meres.
The secohd dispatch is dated
Manila toy and reads as follows:
"Sensational cables sent' • to the
United States relating to the Mount
Dtaje tight were made tip in Vila.
There has been no jeference in any
cable from Mindahao telsthe kilang of
Women and children. sOn 'receipt of
Col. Andrews condensed -report from
me in .Washingtonek the American
newspapers cabled. lOr details. The
reporters here had. no other informa-
tion than was cabled in my report."
Taft to Give Data.
Secretary Taft ucpects to go before
the military committee of the house
sonic day this week and he will, when
he appears, have such information re-
lative to the Mount Dajo fight and
the condition•in that section of archi-
pelage as can be supplied by Col.
Scott, and in these cablegrams from
Gen. Wino& He will also throw
some light on the subject of Gen.
Wood's mileage when he made his
trip last sunnner from Manila to this
country and. return, circling the globe
in doing sin.
The substance of the secretary's
communication will be comprised in
the statement that this trip was
made, as ordered by the army sur-
geons. It will ale) be stated that
Gen. Wood returned to the Philip-
p;nes aginst the advice of the London
specialist who operated on his head.
PLANS TO SAVE CITY CASH.
Attorney Sutherlt Proposes to
Scrutinize
Chicago, Ill., Match 21.—Plans
to bring to a hhalt the misap-
plication of city funds on contracts,
such as the council graft investigat-
ing committee has discovered in the
northwest water tunnel contracts,
were discusied yesterday among sev-
eral city officials.
The organization of a force of non
political chartered accountants, who,
like bank examiners, will descend at
various intervals unannounced the
city departments and carefully exam-
ine their books,is one of the suggest-
ed plans which may be bffered to the
council for stopping the alleged
grafting.
Assistant Cckporanon Counsel
Sutherland, who has had charge of
the water tunnel cases and is also in-
vestigating a number of other irreg-
whichemay_lead
dictment of several city employes,
proposed this plan. It is favored by
several aldermen and the department
may be established.
AIM AT MUNICIPAL GRAFT.
Grand Jury to take Up City as Well
as County Abuses,
Chicago, Ill., March 21.--)Municiita:
graft as well as county graft may be
itiveetigated by 'the _grand jury that
begins its session this morning under
orders front Judge litmuy. Police
court bailiffs, police magistrates and
patrolmen who wink at evasion at
the law because of fear that some
disorderly place may have a 'pull
with the inspector" are scheduled for
a raking that may end in indictments
sufficient in number to be a warning
to the new policemen who conic into
service through the increased force
necessitated by the g0000 license.
States Attorney Healy has kept
constantly at hand cases that in-
stance specific disregard of the law
by minor police officials who iear
their personal interests may be jeo-
pardized by their higher officers. He
is interested in showing that a pa-
tro)man and I detective may act
without fear of favorlisno or of vio-
latng "pull." Several of such cases
may be used before the grand jury
as a lesson to the staff of Chief of
Police Collins.
Will Take up Vail Case.
In county graft the grand jury 's
scheduled to take up the examination
of the office of Charles W. Vail,
present clerk of the superior court.
The citizens' association is insistent
that he be indicted for fraudulent
practices thate'considt in not keeping
up his records and failure to show
where certain fees arc dispersed. Mr.
Healy his not yet itubcated what he
will do in regard to the Vail com-
plaints, but it is understood that
Vail has relieved him of his political
duties by'asking for a thorough ex-
amination. Is this base Mr. Healy
will like)), throw the whole responsi-
bility on the Citizens' association for
any charges that may .be made.
No sytturyier complaints against
John A: Linn, formerly clerk of the
superior court, will be mede, as he
has a score ' of indictments resting
against him. His trial is scheduled
for this morning, but will be post-
poned for a week.
County justices of the peace who
are alleged to be in league with con-
stables and aiding in fleecing •defen-
;claws will in several instances be
brought to the attention of the graw4
jury. Since the present *official has
taken hold of the office several of
these magistrates have been held foe
trial. He expects to bring oilier%
before the courts of records 'and
weed out the evils that have been
charged against justice courts.
Dance Halls on Schedule.
The cases against several forgers
who operated in South Chicago will
come up at the present session. Two
women are to be involved in murder
charges. There is a possibility of
dance hall investigations to follow
the recommendations of the last
grand jury. Straw bonds may also
be made a matter of inquiry.
CLAIMS AGAINST
INDIANA AUDITORS.
Investigating Committee Claims Two
Officials Owe State Bic Money.
Indianapolis. Ind., March 21.—A
special investigating committee ap-
pointed several months ago to exam-
ing the books of the state auditor's
office, reported to the governor to-
day that J. 0. Henderson, democrat,
who Was auditor from act to 1893.
owes the state esetes62.85, and A. C.
Dany, regublican, who was auditor
from 180 to llispet owes the state
$23,667.74.
The amounts represent fees col-
lected and retained illegally as
claimed by the state. The governor
sent the report to the attorney gen-
eral with instructions to bring suit
to collect the money.
a
TENNESSEE CENTRAL OPTION
May Be Turned Looses..by I. C. and
Southern.
Hadley. • iing the owners in proper shape to
"I desire to know." inicrrtipted Al- make Ow option good.
Nashville, Tenn., March 20.—There
cois nsiderable talk in railroad circles
!tete to the effect that the
Central ind 'SOitthern railroads are
very much disppointed in the con-
tract they made with the Standard
Trust calumny of New York for an
option on the Tennessee Central, and
it is even said these roads may turn
the property back to the owners on
the 'ground that the latter have been
unable to delivef the goods; as con-
tracted. The troubles over theNash-
%elle subsidy, damage suit, judgments
unpaid, etc., are said to be embarrass-
Murderous Railroad Po/icy.
(I'hiladelphia Ledger.)
The collision in Colorado, whereby
some two score perions were sent ti'
wtetched death, is laid to the fact
that an operator inglected to deliver
an order. lie was siceping when the
train rushed by his station to its
doom. He admits this, but he adds
that he had worked, Tuesday, Wed-
nesday and Thursday without • rest
and was dead for ,sleep." Railroad
companies do not deliberately court
poliCPsi-
that heighten the probability of acci-
dent when they work their employes
to a point beyond endurance. If any
specific punishment, save that of
financial and professional loss, is to
be applied it belongs to the men who
frame the policy and not to the poor
underlings, who themselves suffer as
acutely as the passengers hurled to
destruction.
FRUIT MEN WORRIED.
I A MINUTE WIITH
THE AUMORIISTS
A Brill!ant Succeca.
First Actvr (on the Rialto)—Why.
how de do, Buskin? Where have you
been?
Second Actor—On a western tour.
First Actor—Was it a success?
Second Actor—G;orlous! Immense!
Brilliant succeas! Why, air, we name
back by rail.—N. Y. Weekly.
Obeying Orders.
Fortune—What's the matter, dear?
You look excited.
Mrs. Fortune—Excited! Why shouldn't
I? . The new chambermaid cOmplain
of a headache, so I sent her up stairs and
told her to take things easy. She die.
she's gone off with all my jewelry.—
Judge.
1 • When Tact Ts Weeded. '
% "That politician takes great credit
orintb himself for keeping his wises.'
"I don't see why he/ d," an
swered Senator Sorghum. ' ybody
can keep a promise, but it sometime)
requires an artist to break one."—
Washingtu.A Star.
Start Brush Fires to Prevent Dam-
sons.°
ags From Expected Frost.
'Houston, Tex., March 20.--A sharp
drop in the temperature and a clear-
ing away of the clouds late this after-
noon has caused orchardists through-
out theepeach belt to start brush fires
berning in an endeavor to prevent
any further loss from frost. There is
every indication of a heavy frost
hitherto prevented by the cloudy
weather.
Improvement.
"There is some doubt about Wig
gins capacity.
"He has Improved, if that is tilt
case," answered Mr. Harremslug
'When I knew him there was no doubt
whatever about his ineapaeity."—Wash
Ington Star.
A Suggestion.
This cry the naval INgs might robe
As theY go on their devious ways:
"Through our academy careers
"We'll never, never cease to ham."
—ChIcago Sun.
THE ItEASON.
Guest (at country hotel)—On
bill you charge $6 for a rabbit.
Landlord—I know, en it's worth It
I strained my back and swore week
out of the church catching that rabbit
—Chicago Journal.
Money in Imitations.
-There is a man who has paed up s
fortune by a career of dace.. ix a."
"Then deception does pay? Is he
grafter r
"No, he manufactures fate* tech."-
Cleveland Leader.
Proof,
Mrs. Knicker—I dreamed I was a
the opera.
Knicker—I knew it; you were taJk
lag in your sleep—N. Y. Sus.
The Potty Ons.
Mrs. Knew bryde was in tears.
"You have forgotten already," An
sobbed. "You d—d—don't care for ma
any m—more! You—"
"Tell me what I bars
dearest? Tell me!"
"This is my b-birthday, and you
haven't brought me any present, ot
said a w—word about it, and—"
"Nonsense, darling, I remembered it
perfectly, but I didn't want to remind
j•ou that you ewe a year older."
And peace and happiness reigned
again.—Cleveland Leader.
forgotten,
He Wasn't in It.
"Alas!" sighed the fashionable
young man. "I have been cut off is
, my, prime."
eHow's that, dear boy?" queried the
party of the other pact. ,
"My rich old bachelor uncle has
made a new will and I'm not in it,"
explained the L y. Daily
News,
Papa's Blessing.
The Minister—And does your paps
say grace at the table, too?
The Angel Chlld—Yea, sir, but be
doesn't say It like you do.
The Minister--What does he say?
'The Angel Child—He sits down an'
looks around an' says, "Good Lord.
what a dinner!"—Cleveland Loader.
Worth a Contest.
Caller—I wish to vastest sor unolip's
will.
Lawyer—Is the WM* worth it,
Caller—He left $100,000.
Lawyer—Let me see. Thars itfty
thousand for me and fifty thousand for
the lawyer on the other aide. Yes, Its
worth IL—N. Y. Weekly,.
The Sensation.
Jay Green—I had a ride in ray.con
sin's automobile while I was up r the
city.
Aaron Allred—Ye did? How 'd soon?
Jay Green—Wa-al, It felt a good deal
like fallin' into a mighty deep well,
only Ye dropped *Weight ahead instead
o' down'arda.—Puck.
/plough to Cause Weeping.
"Tears, Idle Tears, I Know Not
When or Why," sang the girl is Qs
flat Irielow In a shrill voles.
"If that girl would only sing la a
Phonograph, then listen to it, she
wouldn't ask any inch tool question,"




"What are you snorting about?" asked
the young walrus of the old one, who
was perusing a scrap of newspaper.
**Here's a doctor." replied the other,
-who says Ws unhealthy to gf, into the
water after a meal. How wont we get
It, if we didn't?"—Philadel ph ia Press.
Where Extremes Meet.
'The refreshments at the
reception were very simple"
"That always argues one of two
things—iptther the elvers of the enter-
tainment are enormously wealthy or
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Old Phone suit Red; New Phone 3s.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT.I. ItIVERS
SO NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones yyy
Office hours to to a. to y
p. in. and 7 to g p. m.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THII
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
FIICT HEALTH,





WEI practice in all courts el Kes•
tacky.
OIL W. c. 'MANIC&
(Eonssepathist.)
Office, yo6 Broadway—Phone tes.
Residence, Ira Broadway.
Phone to,
J. C. Flournoy Casa Reed
FLOU RN 0 Y & REED
LAWYERS)
ioonis in, si and as, Columbia II
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall ,
Office with Dr.. Rivers & Rivers. zee
Kart hPlitlk Both Phase Sss.
Residence too Clay, Old Phan Aga
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee Rive: Psi
et company—the cheapest and MN
excursion out of Paducah.
$8‘.00 for the Roved
Trip to leasessee river
and return.
It Is a trip of pleasure. eiondsril
and reel; good service, g table.
good rooms, etc. Boats oak
Wednesday and Saturday p. us.
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IVENFSSCAEYD IMS THE OLICEOR , 
TO CONFESS CITY POSTAL INSPECTOR




iWhen Chairman Overstreet, of the,ouse Postoffice Committee, gets
around to making the investigation
of alleged abuses of the franking
privilege called for by the Simms
resolution, introduced three weeks
ago, he will have brought to his at-
ntion some interesting cases in
ich his colleagues have used their
nks for the most remarkable per-
ses, says a Washington telegram
the Philadelphia Record. At least
, is to be presumed these cases will
brought to the attention of the
mnittee as it is understood they
e known to the officials of the
tothee department, who will nat-
urally be called on by Chairman
Overstreet for evidence as to int-
aproper use of the mails by mem-
Thers. It is the duty of the depart-
ment to stop abuses, aid it is an-
xious to do so for the reason that
insets abuses figure prominently in
gee causes that bring about the
IMIltr annual deficit in the postal rev-
enues.
The very latest the
ge.that has been dis-
cove red re week 'ago. A
meeting was held in Washington last
Sunday night to denounce the treat-
ment of the Jews in Russia. Neither
congress nor the United Stales goers
erupeat had any eobtfeetion *IA
this eneeting naturally. But a mem- f Prohition for Ohio is possibility, Make Ohio a prohibiti
on state it
her Of the House, it is said on good according to the statementp 
of_a, would not surprise me."
authority, allowed his official frank state senator and a representative 
Senator Harper, who heard the re-
to be used on the envelopes in which', 
mark by Representative Adler, evi-
from Hamilton county. The enes
the circulars were sent out invng 
dently shared in the opinion, for he
prominent citizens to attend the
authority for the statemest are Sets- said: "It looks that way to me,. 
ft
misuse of
,or, its way to the distant coast,
chaperoned by employes of the post-
office . department. It was United
States mail: This is the sort of
thing that makes the department very
sore on ths franking privilege and
anxious to see congress throw fur-
ther restrictions about it, not only
at the capitol, but in the °thy exe-
cutive •departments.
When Chairman Overstreet com-
pletes his postoffice appropriation
bill and pilots it through the house,
he will have time to give his atten-
tion to the resolution intrOdisced by
Representative Simms, of Tennessee,
asking for an investigation of the
abuses of the franking privilege. If
Mr. Overstreet goes at the investiga-
tion in de lla earnest he ought to be
able ' to afford the country some
mighty interesting reading with the
help of the postoffice inspectors, who
have investigated the cases outlined
'above and many others of the same
brand.
Chicago Youth Denies He Killed
Mrs. Franklin Hollister—De-
dares He Was Bulldozed.
Chicago, March 21.—Richard Ivens
.today repudiated his written coofes-
sion to the murder of Mks. Franklin
Hollister. The yetine man testified
that the police bulldozed him into
acknowledging a crime .he never
committed. •
On denying that he killed Mrs.
Hollister, the defendant repeated the
minutest details of his signed con-
fession, save 'that he omitted the part
relating to the horrible circumstances
of the attack and murder.
Prosecutor Olson declared that
Ivens tightened the noose around his
neck by going upon the witness
stand in his owe behalf.
"I did not kill Mrs. Hollister," said
I Ivens calmly. ."Neither did I attack
her. I signed the confession under
!the sweat-box influence of the po-
lice. I was nervous and they had
me at their mercy. I was like a





meeting. This member comes from
ator John W. Harper and Represen-
e district having a large Jewish
tram _Eugene Adler, both well post-
population, and naturally he has 
ed on 'affairs as they are transpiring
present legislature, and Sen.
much sympathy with the effort to-in dm
better the condition of the terribly
mot-Harper speaking with the exper-
A 
Russoppressed Jews i% a. 'nut 
he trace of past legislature to guide Wm. 
n i 
ought to have been %%Mg 
• The two men were on the way to
' 
down in his own pocket
the lima!' amount it would
tu put postage stamps on
hundred circulars sent out
the depot to board a Columbus train
se I when asked for an opinion
I as to rink prospect of the
. paint resolution that is to be present-
ing
ed providing for entire prohibition'
citizens of Washington to die. meet 'in Ohio, Representative Adler said:
ing rather than use his offictat frank "1 ou can't tell what these who make
for that purpose. The member said i op the legislature will do. When
to have been guilty of this abuse the subjects of railroads and ternpe-
the franking prlvilege is very well t ranee come up they are liable to do
known. anything. If the legislature should
Franked Mining Prospectuses.
A much more flagrant case is that
of a member from the far west.
Some months ago it was discovered
• that topoo envelopes bearing frank
lot this member and containing cir-
culars eloquently extolling a certain
inning property ' had been sent
through the mails It is said the de-
partment called the member's merit-
tum to the gross abase of his frank
and. asked an explanation. The
statesman in due time replied, ac-
kruoveldging the corn, -but putting
the blame on his "isexperienced
clerk." Not lung afterward, how-
ever, the inexperienced clerk repeat-
ed the operation with a smaller num-
ber of the same min.ng circulars.
Again the member's attention was
s called to the matte
r, but this time,
as 
it is under,tood, he did not conde:-
scend to reply.
Some members regard typewriters
Iv as a necesary part of their official
Nstrutlit, and it is eaid many cases are
known in which typewriters have
been franked ,through the mails. The
department officials seem to feel
there is a question about their right
to stop this proceeding on the part
Lief members in view of the argu-
ments the latter put forward in jus-
tification of it. But the department
would very much like • to have the
expense of carrying the typewriters
through the mails put into a separate
account, so that it would not go into
the general accounts that tend to
swell the annual postal deficit. Con-
has the undoubted right to say
what shall go free in the mails, but
the department wants a clear under-
stand;ng about the matter, hnd, if
possible, a system by which he cost
of the congressional franking privi-
lege shall be set out by itself.
Billiard 'Tabkt as (Nadal Mail.
Members of congress are not alone
in abuse of the franking privilege.
'Some of the departments load the
mails with -very curious . shipn3enTs-
ut.der 'their penalty envelopes and
penalty labels. This is another
means by which the postal deficit is
kept high. Not long ego a case
was discovered in which the treasury
'penalty label had been used to ship
throds'h the mails a billiard table.
The table had been taken apart -and
the &event emblems done up in sep-
arate packages. Altogether the pack-
ag/es weighed several hundred
pounds. They were mailed from
some point in Rhode Island to Fort
Bayard, New Mexico.
But it is said the agricultural de-
4 partment went the treasury one bet-
ter recently in the reckless use of
penalty labels. It shipped a whole
earksed of plants clear across the
continent by mail. The bottom of *
freight car 'war filied with dirt and
is this the plants destined for the
racifIn con o ‘.iere comfortably depots-
feed. 'Ten a penalty label. bearing -6
nertice that any one whd used it for
ch c r than government business was.
'Able to a flue of $300, was placed
on the car. The laer was then sent
• '
too."
The statements of the two legisla-
tors are undoubtedly based on care-
ful observation of the record up to
the present of this legislature. The
overwhelming majority given to
measures directed against railroads
and the eagerness to enact antiliquor
measures have been shown time and
again. Thus far the utmost efforts
of railroad people and liquor inter-
ests have met with flat failure at
Columbus. Senator Harper is a con-
servative man, and that fact but adds
to the startling features of the opin-
ion which Representative Adler ex-
pressed and which Senator Harper
concurred in,
SHORT STORMS
views mane of the mosquitoes, the life
site representations of which were as
gis HOPES BLASTED. big as barn doors.
The night of the lecture came. The
university eruildect and two-thirds of
This is the true story of • Moroni.. t
aged and wrecked humorist. The vie-
he faculty were present. Scores of
well-known townspeople came. A
Um has recovered- entirely apd counts Judge of the court of appeals and two
It as one of the fortunate things of his
It!. that, as a funny man,
supreme court Justices in town camehe V. 17.-S ship
wrecked early. 
also.
From the moment McAndrews open-
in 
few years ago there s a stnelcni eel his mouth to say "according to the
I one of the leading iftilersiti,s for latest census returns New Jersey con-
who the unthinking part Of thh fae-
ulty—any university has some profess-
talus 8,729 square stiles, 148.i...6 chick-
ors not guilty of thinking much—pie 
en coops and 3,897.236.541 mosquitoes''
I1)' one of his sentences was greeted
dieted %kn..: they called a trIlliant fa- with leughter or audible chuckles. His
lure. The yonne man beard of vo.a. stereopticon pictures caused shouts of
they said and believed It, too. '
He wes known as the colleee wit. 110 
Joy. • 7
wrote alleged hunic-ous pieces fee•,th: 
His samples of the sail and Jeurey
college publications, and when he 
lightning were passed about eagerly
ma speeches at college clinn••rs bN 
One of the tunglefoot bottles disap-
a 
, 
ors were convulsed. Every one 
peered and a staid doctor, of divinity
llff on the faculty was accused of appro.
teemed to like the youngster--whose p
name inizht be- Alc,".ndrems, 
althotghriating it. It was • night of great
It isn't. 
fun, and at its close McAndrews was
McAndrews was all the more popular 
besieged by scores wlkh their congrate
l.aioo he was working hoe 
ulatious.
The university president generouslythrough college. He had lived mist or maid 
his life in New Jersey. One day hi 
it was the most distinguished aud•
fence assembled In that town, seta-
was approached for a contribution
an athletic fund. 
the exception of one that George Wil.
Uam Curtis once had. As a humorist
. He frankly said he hadn't any money
to spare, but be wouli give a public 
McAndrews was a howling success
humorous lecture in the town hall it 
The entire university was sure of the.
brilliant future awaiting him.
the university would rally round him. In that audience was a college girl
When he announced that his sub,:ect the chairman of the lecture committeewould be "New Jersey—travels in an a a neighboring girl's college. Sheunknown aqd foreign land." there war
an liumediarte promise to rally 
too, caught the enthusiasm of the mo-.
And rally that university did. Word 
ment and offered McAndrews the mu
niticenteum of 125 to come to lecturewas passed around that it was going
to be a great show. The glee club war 
to the girls.
He
called upon to rehearse grinds on New 
snapped it up as quickly as
Jersey in general nd on MeAndrewe 
get-rich-quick man does easy money.ri 
In particular. 
It was like ending a gold Wine.
There was a large aavance sale of The girl chairman went home to
. MeAndrrusr-rente -to- the- eirea-.._houru the 'Pique_ Slia_ad4ertlaad
Andrews as the renornied"-• wit of his*ion. He worked early and late lc
writing funny things Into the lecture university, the corning humorist of the
calloted all the alleged humorom United States, the only lestlimate sue,
things ever printed censor twit Mark Tweia woald evei"'beet New Jerre).
and rewrote them as his own. He 
picked out all the peruliarty named bliTle night of that lecture came on,
places in the state, such as Holokus. the lecture was giver', In the college
and made them the scenes of Os chapel, one of those cold, blue places
things he talked about, that are sometimes found lb 1)Istitu-
Hone established in the interest ofMcAndrews wasn't entirely satistled
with the words he wrote and soon de. some religious sect.
dried that he Te The college president sat on the plat.st fortify them. HS
got an old brl and pounded it us tosm and his face was grave. Hie
fine. Then be took some white sand, snole aspect seemed to say:'
that he got from a saloonkeeper, and "Young man, thitt Is a-holy place.
mixed It with the pulverized brick. lie Let no undue levity be attempted.
bottled the mixture, sorted thelbottles hem"
and labeled them as samples of New MeAndrews gave the lecture, and the
Jersey soil, to be passed around In the audience laughed just once.
audience. Years later, when McAndrews came
Something more was needed, and se to know Mark Twain, he pluckeel up
he got some brown color flasks, moo courage to write hie Clemens to know
them with water and labeled them If he would look that lecture over and
"Jetney Lightneng—Tenglefoot Brand." &ay whether there was really anything
These also were to be passed around. funny In It. Ho got a letter In reply
To add a finishing touch to the DP telling him to send it along;
tufty of the.,,evening McAndrews bad a Mr. Clemens returned.the manuscript
Inap made, dividing New Jersey. Into War with the remark that It was
eirree /districts, whIc., he called tho "quite good." McAndresh -then and
Moderato, Cranberry and Rar•lme,n-, there gave up all hope of being a
listricl.s. I.L.1 i. hlu • .. humorist—N. Y. gun_ - •
TOLD SOME FEW THINGS
l'
Chief Postal Inspector John P.
Clum, who Secently returned from
his annual supervisory tour of the
Alaskan postal system, told some
tinteresting things about the penin-
I
sula to a reporter the other day, says
the New York Sun. \
"The two most wonderful things
about Alaska," said he, "are first the
way The white man has penetrated
to every nook of the peninsela in
search of gold; and secondly the way
the postuffice department has kept
tie with him. Only one postal sta-
tion west of Dawson in ;898. And
now about sixty postoffices in its
place, 105 throughout 'the entire ter-
ritory with a live free rural delivery
service covering the creeks around
Capp ielome! Between these two
stages os embraced a story of postal
enterprise that is second is interest
only to the story of the gold camps.
"The department has kept up with
the advancing °frontier up there only
by adopting unusual measures to
meet unusual eltenditions. When the
(rush first began in '98 another in-
spector and I were sent in with sled-
ges and canoes to move the mails,
establish new offices sand appoint,
new enistmasters under -bonds. Our
authority was prancally limitless. It
was the only way in which to meet
the emergencies created in an in-
clement courery almost without corn-
municatirm with the 'outside,' as the
Yukoner graphically terms that part
of the world that lies beyond and
below St. Michaers and Sitka.
Big Salary Ne4essary.
"Alaska, owing to the unique con-
ditions. sull remain.s a separate pos-
they are licreasing and thrit4ng in
a wonderful way. And it is Amark-
able how quickly a smart little city
grows up out of one of them in what
to the popular mind, is regarded as
the frozen north..
"Developments In mining are pro-
gressing steadily, and up-to-date
methods are being employed for
working the places—especially the
lower grade gravels. Ditches have
been constructed costing from, a few
thousand to half a million dollars,
flydraulic plants of more or fleets
elaborate design are being installed,
and a mammoth dredge was con-
structed on the Solomon river in
the Nome district last summer at a
cost of $13o,00o, and was in success-
ful operation before the end of the
season. A great deal of winter work
is being done both in Tanana valley
and on the Seward peninsula. The
latest important strike is on the
Kantishrra river, about moo miles in
a westerly direction trout Fairbanks.
It is probable.. that upward .of t,000
people will winter in that camp."
Lens, France, Mar. 21.—The situa-
tion among the striking miners ,is
momentayily assuming a more threat-
ening attitude. There have been
many acts of violence. Striking min-
ers :Monday completely wrecked the.
houses of the fore-man ree the mines.
Thousands are marching through the
streets night and day shouting "Jus-
tice or death." Trogps are being hur-
ried to the coal mine region.
ELIJAH, THE THIRD
GOING TO MEXICO.
Havana, March 21.---John Alexan-
(kr Dowie, "Elijah the Third," of
Zion City, who hal been in Jamacia
seaech of health, passed through
here today en route to Mlexico. While
no statement was isued as to Dow-
ie's condition, the fact that he wa
s
able to stand the hardships of 
a
, journey to Jamaica to Mexico 
indi-
im-
cates, that he is considerably
I proved' in health.
t
Gas well at Big Bone, 
Boone
county, has reached a depth of 
7oo
feet, and shows art 
exceptionally
strong pressure.
There is said to be a great 
scar-
city of laborers in all river 
towns,
and farmers in many sections find 
it
difficult to get hands.
Hens Lay Eggs With Handles On
Them For Convenience in Eating
Robert E. Foster, Jr., of Newton,
Sussex county, has., it is reported
here, succeeded in cultivating a race
of chickens which produces eggs .al-
ready fitted with handles for con-
venience in eating them. One ex-
tiibited today was taken from the
One notable incident apparently
facilitated 'the experiment. Mr. Fos-
ter has a large white rooster whic
h
two weeks since escaped from 
his
coop into a neighbor's yard. Th
e
neighbor's small son chased the
rooster home and threw at him a
apes, expense accounts, general mail- 
nest of white leghorn hen. It is nor- broke
n white pitcher which had a
tad province entirely different in sal-
agement and the like, from every 
mal in size and general appearance, large 
and conspicuous handle. The
other part of the federal domain. t i
s a continuance of the shell forma- 
rooster was much frightened, and the;except that on the smaller end there
kew people know, for instance, that 
,con, measuring half an inch at its 
hens witnessed the occurrence.
the postmaster of the comparatively 
basew tapering for nearly two 
inchesFrom that time there was.  a rapid
development of handles on each sue-
small town of Dawson Canadian
Alaska, owing to the heavy expense
el living in the peninsula, gets only
$too less salary than the postmaster
of Chicago.
"This unusual standard of expense
had to be provided for in all things.
For instance, the statute provides
that the allowance for rent, light and
fuel at any third-class postoffioe shall
not exceed $480 a year. You can
understand how far that allowance
will go in those sections where the
attic winter prevails for eight
months, with coal at Ttao 4.-i $3o a
ton, proportionate expense for light
during the long nights and merch-
ants paying $teo to $200 a month 
an egg at the breakfast table, he con- e
rent for medium sized store rooms. 
ceived the idea that an eggshell with
Such conditions demand special re- 
a handle, which would form its own
lief from the postmaster' general. 
cup, would not only save lots of dish
"Anotther interesting fact is the
pay of the clerks at Nome, St.
Michael and Fairbanks. They have
really been receiving larger salaries
than the postmasters at those offices.
yet they are paid only the minimum .
wage rate prevailing in those sec- 
in large, while vessels, each haviee and
lions for clerical service and from 
ene handle. Water was furnished in
$50 to $bo a month less than salaries
paid 'h canediah clerks at Dawson. 
Across the -lingle window white
Meanwhile these postmasters are re- 
teacups were suspended on strings.
(wired to furnish large bonds—$25.- 
were permied to be aroundthe
000 at Nome and $e6,000 at Fair- 
buildings. The hens were nightly
banks. If it wasn't for the frontiers- 
sung to sleep to the tune l drinking 
:Florida Limiteel"—Leaving Louis-
(e
man's pride in being some sort of 
songs, Within ten days many of the 
yule at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Ky.,. with solid train of
official. I'm afraid these postmasters
would go a-begging,
"But the department has managed
'to keep up with the rush somehow
and deserves credit for that. The
special appropriation of $5o,000 for
Alaska made by congress last year
was a great boon and a long delayed
move in the right direction. It
makes it uossible to remedy such a
condition as existed when I was in
Noire in loom With 25,000 to 30,000
people ciamorifor, I'or their mail, I
was not able to pay a dollar for the
construction -4r lease of,..2 postoffice,
and we'd have been in hard luck in-
deed if the miners themselves hadn't
cared for the slicker of the mail and
the score of clerks emplo`yed in
handling it.
"In fact it is the sturdy pluck and
endurance of the Yonkoners them-
selves that have made it possible to
'lvr-ortmr---goati- mall set vice.
much credit can hardly be given to
the, 'mushers' and their trusty dogs,
upon whom almost the entire trans-
portation is dependent in winter.
And it's winter ,Itp thre about nine
months out of the twelve. Yet the
mails arrive and depart over that
new and rugt ed country, over had
trails, through fogs and blizzards, as
if they were being carried on the
express trains of the 'outside' instead
of' the sledge express of the penin-
sula.
cessivc laying of eggs, until the pres
ent alt: ett perfect loon was attained.
The naturalist believed that fright
and nervous shock accelerated 'the
growth of the handles.
When the hOme market is supplied
with the new and valuable acquisi-
tion Mr. Foster purposes to place
some of the developed eggs under a
hen. The result will be awaited with
eager and scientific interest.—Orange
(N. J.) Cor. New York Tribune.
The Northernmost Postoffice.
"During tiie present winter malls
will go twice a week into that Wick
little American city jnst 'below the
Attic circle—Fairbanks on the Ta-
nana. 'Nome on the Nlorth Bering
seacoast, will get them once a week.
They will get up as far north as
Kotzbue, on the coast of the Artic
during the winter to Point Barrow—
the northernmost point of the Amer-
ican mainland and probably the
nothernmost postoffice in the world.
"As for the gold camps up there,
and ending in two points which re-
semble the tail of a fish.
The form of the excrescence is a
curve, the smaller end resting near
the middle of the shell of the egg
lied having a perfect resemblance to
the handle of a teacep. The hens
have laid seven eggs cif similar form-
ation, each furnished with a well-de-
fined handle.
Mr. Foster has devoted a large
portion of his life to a series of ex-
periments in the cross-fertilization of
flowers and fruits. The eggs with a
handle is a direct result of his ex-
periments in superinduced evolution.
Several weeks ago while breaking
washing, but would be at once a
scientific and culinary triumph.
Thereupon he caused the inside of
the building where the hens are con- ,
tined during the winter to, be painted
white. Food was taken to the hie,
similar vessels of a smaller size,
He was a collie, and well covered
with blood when found.
Cardinal Perraud, bishop of Anton,
Franc,e, who died recently, was not-
ed as one of the most scholarly pre
lates of Europe. He was made an
immortal in the days when the sac-
erdotal habit- had already come to be
a poor reeemmendation for public
honor, but the cardinal, who, like
Newman in Engtend, wee the head
of the oratorians. in France, never
had any difficulty in maintaining a
position of quiet dignity.
eggs slight excrescences on one end,
and after two weeks the new eggs
had definiteiy formed handles.
NEWS IN BRIEF.
by a census taken recently of
Warsaw the little place boasts of a
population of 1,028, which admits it
to towns of the fifth class.
Hopkineville mayor has ordered
police ,to rigidly enforce the gamb-
ling and saloon closing ordinance, er
prepare to lose their scalps.
Warsaw young ladies will give a
genuine black-face minstrel show on
theenighteof March 27. Proceeds go
to the school library fund.
Wayne county fiscal .court has
made a levy of 25 cents on the $loo
worth of property for the benefit of
the county road fund. This is in ad-
dition to the regular poll tax of $1.
-14ratrie--Pwrenleyr-ef--Parinlw
ville, Wayne county„ carlessly toyed
with her husband's revolver, and the
doctors may yet have to amputate
her left kg at the knee joint.
The first shipment of freight over
the new Kentucky Valley railroad
was made last week. It was a car of
coal profusely decorated with red,
white and blue bunting and ever-
green.
Sheep-killing dog tracked from a
farm near Al-urn Springs, Boyle coon
ty, to near Lowell, Garrard county,
a distance of nearly thirty-five miles. Per liorn"." 
rather handsomely tl-
flustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. IL Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.







Queen & Crescent Route
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
'coaches via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:50 a.
m. and St. Augustine to 1. m. nex
t
day,' without change. Dining.. c
ar
serves all meals en rite.
"Florida Special"—Leaving -Louis-
vill 7:45 p. m.. carries obser
vation
sleeper daily except Sunday, ,Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, w
iehoet
change via Chatt4nooga and Atlant
a,
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. m.
next day. From Danville this is
solid train of drawing room 
sleepers,
composite car, obsereation car, etc.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land, of the Sky"—Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:45
p. m. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m, with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
sille- &Lg.. _
Winter Tourist7,Tickets
Good returning until May 31st, are
now on sale e' "'ow rates.
!Variable Tours
Going via Asheville and "Land of
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
















During last evenIng'S session of
e as cre yesterday. Cie local body Mr. I.Ucien Durrett
eieCeiptain James Mt Browne. the life v.as chosen trustee of the body toinceurance man returned yesterday
r ce ed Mr., J: A. Konetzka.
fOratil Harifin: • lt 
li 
was decided by the lodge to Dr: a P. Jewel of Blandville was
eee eif Silt went home. 
le-od another membership contest,kndW, 
lreteA Istunidt, auditor for that. will start right away, between,ee'leer t et 
This contest will close Maythe Ilentlerson Brewery company, cleh•
17th. and whichever team wins, theyeiseeelele tor different cities where this
company maintains branch agencies, will be given a big banquet, at which
after spending several' days here. time they will be waited upon by the
Layers Lewis Mocquot, Charles anguished. The lodge now has 217
etairieferasstteeii. Ald Joseph Grogan re- member's. but is expected that this
turned yesterday from Smithland, nenther will be increased to at
whore they votnt on legal business. 1' est 25.
Mir William Utterback goes to
Prikiciton;10'.; today on business. "
Hoe. Mike Oliver today goes to
Gallatin, Tenn., on legal business.
—This morning at 8 o'clock there
lcaves Vis, regular spring excursion
over the Illinois Central railroad,
and probabilities are the usual sev-
eral - hundred will go over for the
three days, whith Ls the length of
time the tickets are good for, The
excursion goes by way of Cairo.
LOCAL NEWS
—W. 0. W. dance Monday, March
26, Brunswick Hall. No postpone
ment rain or shine.
W. 0. W. dance \Monday, March
26, Brunswick Hall. No postpone-





Is an essay by the eminent
Authority William F. Cathell an
M. D. of Baltimore. If you are
interested would be pleased to
give you a free copy, as we have
a limited supply would suggest




Ner. and, Mrs. Harrel Collins have
returned from. spending several. days
with the formers PAeats- at Cairo.
Mr. John Guthrie, of Owensboro,
Ky., vrho his -6iiii—Visiting in the
city r• rat daysleft yesterday
f'or
f IM,i4tredleAlts. James P. Sleeth will
neet Tiiesffay go to fliot Spisew.s,i
Ark., 'for a two weeks' 'stay.
4 111•1 • t for the 4- , /






Wittbring pleasure os your
Mine during the long winter
V' nestlings. They are playing
noir at our store. Come in
and hear film. Then you'll
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PADUCAHANS WILL SEND BIG
DELEGATION TO MIL-
WAUKEE.
Membeithip Contest Started Be-
tween Tw, Teams of Seventeen
Each Tin Local Order.
The Paducah lodge of Eagles is
beoming their advocacy of. the se-
lection of Hen. Louis P. Head as
grand trustee for the national order,
as at last night's meeting of the
local lodge at their headquarters on
Sixth' and Bo adway, a committee
was chosen to arrange for a special
coach to tak the Paducah delega-
tion to the i -al gathering which
meets in Mil.. _e the fourth Tues-
day of Auguet This tommittee is
totnposed of Robert Moshell, Wil-
liam C. Gray, Thomas B. Harrison,
Robert E. Patterson and Ben. Weille.
It is expected to take quite a crowd
out of this city for the national as-
sembly, and proespects are ntost ex-
cellent for selection of the Paducah-
an to capture the impoellant position
in tbat exalted body. Hon. Hal S.
Corbett wa41/4 . some weeks since
chosen as the delegate of the local
lodge for the national gathering, and
it is possible 'he will make the speech
TAMMANY TURNED
MR. HEARST DOWN.
New York„ 111,erch at.—The Tam-
many hall general commietee effecJ
tively repudiated the statement print
ed throughout Use country that it
would make , William Randolph
Hearst, the. eoseeresarnan and editor
its candidate for governor at next
fall's election,' when it adopted
strong resolutions denouncing social-
ism and practically `everything that
the municipal ownership league stood
for in the last campaign, other than
nennicipal operation of public utilities
which the tiger announced it favored
The resolutions were adopted follow-
ing a ringing speech by Congress-
man Bourke Cochran, and are very
conservative., in., tone no far as they
deal with democratic politics, but
highly denunciatory of the republican
party, which,is charged with being
responsible -her the insurance abuses,
Fish Has Slated Tarbell
for Presidency of MiatuaL
New York, Miarch 21.—Gage E.
Tarbell is elated, tentatively, for the
presidency ,of the Muttial Life Insur-
ance 'Company, in the event that the
InternitiOnal Prate). Holders' Com-
mittee, and Met foreigners now in-
terested binder the hammer of Stuy-
vesant"Fish, should succeed in oust-
ing (be Mutual's trustees and execu-
tive officers.
Mr. Tarbell ts at present threeec-
ond vice president of the Equitable
Life Assurance Society, and if he
has been consulted by those who
were planning to transfer his ser-
vices to the Mutual, he has given no
intimation of that fact for publica-
tion.
—While the present announcement
may be accepted authoritatively, it is
no part of the Figh campaign to have
this position of its plan prematurely
revealed, and exrraordinary efforts
have been Made to keep it secret.
Among personal friends of Mr.
Tarbell and others • who are in the
confidence of Stuyvesant Fish, how-
ever, the subject has been freely dis-
of gossip in insurance circles.
NEW YORK LIFE MEN
MARE LOUD PROTEST.
New York, March sr.—Enraged by
the expenditure of $6o,00ri for circu-
lars and postage in an effort to re-
elftt themselves, policy boldest of
the New York Life Insurance com-
pany, 'through 'Samuel Untermeyer,
counsel for the international policy
holders' committee, sent a letter to
Alexander E. Orr, president of the
,New York Life, and his associates
protesting against what they teem
the "extraordinary ecort" that is be-
ing made by the officers of the com-
pany to obtain peonies for the annual
election to be held early in April.
Mr. Untermeyer's letter explains
the objection of the committee and
declares that no election shhuld be
held until legislation affecting the in-
surance business is passed.
GRAN-tin) 4. NEW TRIAL..
William
ington,
Curran, Convicted at Lex- •
Has Another Chance. Cake-29,9y rising.
THE 'RIVERS
Lexington, Ky., March el.—Circuit
Judge Watts Parker grante da neve
trial to William Curran, convicted of
embezzling the funds of the Indus-
trial Mutual Investment company.
Curran, who is a wealthy lumberman,
ehas been in jail since his conviction,
one week ago. A special term rif
court has been called to try all of
the men under indictment in connec-
tion With the defunct investment
companies.
Asphalt Official Accused
of Bribing Two Aldermen.
Chicago, Ill., March ax.—Charles
M. Carpenter, general agent for Wis-
consin, of the Barber Asphalt Pav-
ing Company, was arreseed here on
/arrests charging him with bribing
Henry Porth an alderman of Green-
bay, Wis., to secure a paving con-
tract for the trust. It is alleged that
Porth accepted $400 trom Carpenter
for his vote and the support of his
friends in the common council. The
Barber Company was awardea the
contract. Forth is said to 'have con-
fessed and isvolved Carpenter.
%OROS ARE COMPARED
TO JESSE jtMES GANG.
Washington, March ar.—Major
Hugh Scott, who has just returned
from the Philippines, and who spent
of ight months *tying to dislodge the
Illoros from Mont Dajo without fight
ing, declares ihatinthey are nothing
but a band of bandits and outlaws
whose acts have turned them against
ell the inhabitants of the islands. He
says they are regarded by the. Fili-
pinos as was the Jess James gang.
ee,
Frank Brady in live game* at
Evansville afor the dose of the
Kitty last season made two hits. His
average was .250. Lemon in thc'
Three-Eye hit at .218 and led the
catchers in fielding wiih a record of
.991 in 16 games.
Mimes. of Clarksville, reoe and
Savannah 1905. is now with the Car-
dnals. life fielded at .969 and hit at
in ay games. Harold 1.4. Betts
ni Cairo, 1902-03 and Binghampton,
New York State league, led the left
fielders with in average of .414 and
hit at .314 playing . it? 'M.- games.
"Rube" DeGroft bought -near - the end
of the season by the Cdrdinals only
batted one point bettei•kfunni liar/SW
while he fell three points in fielding
in the center garden.
Little VITernike of. ;Paducah and
lbendereon 111 21 game e In the N Y.
State league hit at .257 and fielded 114
-904 in right field last smote
The Danville renrcsentativer. who
attended the meeting of the acbedule
committee at Centralia Sunday,
March It, offered 'Mt 1. Farnbaker,
Cairo's representative, reasonable
amount for the release of Pearl
"Iron Man" flolycross, tbassiDanville
man who pitched for the River Rats
a couple of seasons. F'arrnbaleVr re-
fused the offer and unless some ar-
rangements are made between now
and April tst. "Holy" will not wear
a Danville uniform.—Danville Pres.
Danville bought the release of
liolycross from Cairo for Poceandon
account of that city being shy funes,
Cairo agreed to extend eredit pay-
ments, us each month, but at the
Centralia meeting Porcine Wortham
thought he could .work a rabbit's fore.
stating that if 'Danville hid not keg)
him it did not copeitter tt was bound
to complete the payments. To this
Cairo would not agree considering
that a sale was 'a sale and the credit
extended was only a favor. Wefittham
was advised to take tne matter trp
with Mi. McCarthy if he didn't like
the decision made at Centralia. He
did so and received the same charac-
ter_ of reply. The end of the matter

















Captains Robert and Peters Lee of
Memphis, Tenn., were here ytsterday.
but returnea home last evening, after
spending a, day or two looking over
their new boat, City of Wheeling,
vdtich they bought from Upper Ohio
river parties and which -was brought
here to be overhauled on the roartine, .,., .
ways where it has beta par& out.
This boat will be run in the trade out
1 of Memphis, and was bought to takethe place of the Peters Lee, 'whichsank down, in the Mississippi rif:er
scveral months ago. It twill' *ice
several weeks to get done •041110t)tt:
Wheeling.
The United States• gayer:Innen.
steamer 'Lily, which has' bens layin.
here in -winter ceuarters, will tod
leave for the Miss
diStriet ot ..territory 
r,
eteltie
Cairo and St. Paul,
L ColW. ft. Caperton is aboard the craftt 
which is in command of Captain
Egan. The Lilly resumes her calling
of -patrolling that istrict until next
winter when she comes beck here for
the cold- months. As guests of the
commander, Mr. and Mrs. Saunders
will - go to Cnina today on ly
and return tonight on thee), k
Fowler. ..,
The Dick Fowler will open her
summer excursien business with a
run 11.1 Cairo, Sundey, April 8th,
which is only about OA, weeks off.
then she will run excursions
every few wteks up and down the
waterways.
The steamer Clyde got ottt for the
Tennessee river yesterday. She
cos back -here again next Mondaynwit
•
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river tomorrow
morning and lays here until Saturday
afternoon at five o'clock before
skinping out on her return that way.
• The Joe Fowler went yesterday to
Evansville 'and gets out immediately
on her return.
The Dick Fowler skips out hit
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock and
comes back again tonight.
The. Bettorff yesterday came in
.Irons Clarksville, left for Nashville.
and gets back again front the latter
place next Sunday.
Captain Hunte commander of the
steamer CTy& yesterday resigned his
position and left for Nashville, Tenn.
where he take/ charge of one of the
Rymen line bats running out of that
city towards the headwaters of the
Cumberlend river. Captain John
Whtts, pilot of the Clyde. took her
out as captain last evening, and
males this trip. When the boat gets
back here next week Captain A. W.
Wright will take command. Hereto-
fore the latter has been commanding
the towboat Jim Duffy for the Ayer-
Lord tie company.
The City of Saltillo gets to St.
Louis today and leaves there tomor-
row on her return this way for the
Tennessee river. She will reach here
Sunday morning on her way up.
The City.of Savannah is due out of
the Tennessee river today en route
to St. Louis.
The Peters 140 left Memphis yes-
terday and get. here Friday on her
way up to Cincinnati.'
Thc Georgia Lee is due in here
from. Cincinnati Saturday while en
route down to Memphis.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
for gentlemen. Old 'phone 41j-w.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms at
Fifth and Jackson. Phone 57-a.
LOST—A gold chess worn a




dered to report to Cairo and failure Buy "Old Terrell' the
oton his part to comply will result in; home" whifiknY, for ale
suspension debarring him from play-1 ferson street, at. ;2... . ;







- „Work on the Montieello power
house has been complefed, and they
will have electric lights very soon.
Achilk J. Oishei, a -New York
lawyer who was born in Italy and
was formerly the marcireWSeuvia
tit 
,
says he would "rati e be an Ameri-
can citizen than wily tlore of mar-
quis."
• Mayor McClellan oft New Nr)ark
listening to representatives,pf a civic
orgenization said that be could- not
see any reason why a putliseart ped-
dler sitoula not be permitted te leave
his cart is bait when arrested for a
nil eionieof the peddlers' ordinance
'ell as an automobilist to leave
attune for bail when . arrested
fer exceeding tile speed limit.
"Nobcxiy,seems to want Our ter-
ritory," said ex-Deiegate B. S. Rodey
of New Mexico, "and there is tile
telling Where we will have landed by
the' time the statehood fight is set-
tled. Our status is as uncertain as
that of an old negro sla;! I once
heard of. Somebody asked him
whom he belonged tb. 'Ah don't
know, sub,' he replied. 'Ole mese,
he upstairs playin. pokah.'"
, Arrangements are being made for
the erection o: a monument in Cen-
,teel eeark, w Yea, to Rcrruit
ll1 oi PAW) iriktZ le•
emrmtlies hie *appitidt-
the sculptor. The statue will rep-,
nt Mr. Jefferson in - the character
ip Van Winkle, life size, wrought
of bronze and mounted on a pedestal
of granite. The cost of the work
will be Ssomoo.
•
Bolton Hall, philanthropist, lawyer
sociologist and tax reformer, pr)-
mated by the good resulta that have
attended his experiments in Philadel-
phia and other cities, is preparing to
open a farm for the poor near New
York ely on the same lines that
hare met with 'access elsewhere.
liy arrangement with the Astor' es-
tate he has secured control of a farm
adjoining the Morrie park race track
and will use it for the purpose he
has in view.
• reofessor Maria Mitchell, the not-
%Ustri;nomer, was once ordered
r beer by her physician as a ton-
ic. Oh the way to visit her sister,
Mrs. ;Palma Kendall of Cambridge,
Mast, she stopped at a grogshop (:t
was hefore the no-license regime)
and bought a bottle of beer, which
ithei sobs* her brother-in-la -v to open
for her. The Mitchell fanit'y spoke
the "plain" language among them-
elves. "W here did thee fet it,
Maria questioned her sister. "At
the saloon on the corner," replied
Miss Mitchell serenely. Why.
Maria! Doesn't thee knew respec-
table women don't go into inch
places?" "Oh," said Miss Mitchell in
the manner of one who has done all
that could be required, "1 told the
raze he" *tight to be thoroughly
ashinted' Of his traffic."
Mated Is lifts It 17p.




-Wen, you nesdal be Only Me
found out that km's tot a man ot
ward!''
"Indeed!"
"Tea; why only a week ago he said
he'd give up anything for me, and now
the hateful old thing wants this"...
boar —Touters Statesman.
Kyr, to Ike.
The laigy—Yee'll *ZOOM Mae, but you
don% travel on this oar line often, do
yew sir?
The Gentleman--No. madam. How
Is you know?
The Lety—You gave me your seat.
The Gentle —And you don't trav-
el on this line Øtten yourself?
The Lady—What makes you Mink
se? .
The Oentleman—You thanked me.—
Cleveland Leader.
His Error.
_Boas—You'll find when ydu get year
cheek, Mr. Tennink, that I have added
Air dollars a month to your Baler/. I
believe you didn't make a single nits-
44‘:piaka: in your figures during the satins
Bookkeeper—Yes, I did—just one.
likesaollittat was that?




OR RE. N_T—Furnished trim,
Jefferson St.
t'OR RENT—Rooms for nice peo-
ple, at SCVL nth andJefferson streets..
FOR RENT—Front room, furnace
heat, 510 Washington St, Telephone
1832.
FOR RENT—Paducah Wagon
Works machinery, new and complete.
Apple' to L. S. DuBois. -
FOR RENT—Modern 8 Teamed le
house, all improvements, West End.
Apity to L. DuBois.
•
FOR RENT—Honse at Third and
Jackson; next to drug store. Sewer-
age COMICCtiO4nS. D.
Yeisite
FOR SALE--Brick dwelling, 5
rodm, hot and cold water with bath.
Electric lights. G. W. Katterjohn,
1121 South rith. Telephone 1221.
FOR SALE—,t low price'', one
large fire proof safe, typewriters,
desks, and other office furniture and
.turies, by Weeks brothers and coin-








and their big company io the fun-






THE BIG FUN SUCCESS
Prices 35. 23. Pa. ys. and 1.00. Segal
on sale Wednesday.
Subscribe (or the Raglstar.
Deliveeed to your home kw so tests

















Prospects tor SIMI" tage of Codi April 1
Buy TRADFWATER CQAL nowred save money
Cc:0AL FOR WAGONS AT L:LEVATOR. LUMP 13 CENTS PER BUSHEL,.,' . .. NUT re CENTS PER BUSHELPROMPT DELIVERY. lloth*e 1ephones254.
.f West lientucky Coal 'Cos
•
,
